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Foreword

Rind:M:13W to aft/1h in improving faculty evaluation is the question "Why evaluate faculty?"
Although this question has 'recurred many times during the two-year lifetime of the project reported here,it had really been answered at the outset by the title of the initial projeet publication Faulty EValuarionfio Improved Learning The report proceeds from the assumption OM improved learning is the ultimate
objective of faculty evaluation. It notes, however, that "faculty evaluation programs generally use tech-niques with no denwnstrated validity for measuring progress and success in the area of student learning,
even though the area of instruction is reported to be of higlwst priority for evaluation."

The seardi for a simple formula which will equitably grade faculty on a quantitative s'cale focusing solely
on contributions to student learning may remain somewhat of a will-o'-the-wisp. This is nut because class-
room instructjonal skills cannot be objectively studied and assessed, but because the total learning environ-ment and 'combination of .collegiate experiences which account fora student's intellectual growth are soall-embracing and complex. By the same token, an individual faculty member's responsibilities are bothvaried and speeialieed. Aeademic departments builsLon a diversity of knowlixitterd skills by utilizing staff
talents across a broad division of labor. The systems of faculty evaluation wifich are evolving among the 30
institutions of the SREB prirject described in this volume tend toward the kind of comprehensiveness whichcan respond to that very diversity of talent.

Demonstrably. faculty evaluation can assess academic personnel in their performance of assignments forwhich they were hired. But faculty evaluation will continue to be questioned if it is suspected that decisionsabout promotion and pay increases are made Capriciously without reference to systematic documenta-
tion or tangentially by reliance upon easily measured variables, such as "inches of journal articles
published." ,hlowever, when faculty are assessed on the qualities for which they were hired and are alserewarded to reflect demonstrated performance in those areas, it may be expected that faculty evaluatioAwill indeed prove a powerful factor in the enrichment of the environment for learning.

The Southern Regional Education Board acknowleages with gratitude the financial support of the Fundfor the Improvement of Postsecondary Education and of the Carnegie Corporation of New York for makingthis project possible.

Winfred L. Godwin
'President
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Part I

Project Description
Evaluation is basic to the edueational process. Teaching requires that students be evaluated at appro-

priate intervals. When faculty ate recruited, an IIWWIIIeflt is made on each candidate's background and
eapabilities. And. all eolleges and universities evaluate faculty formally or informally, tacitly or openly
for salary. promotion. and tenure dei:isions. or to identify characteristics in need of improvement.

In spite of this anposphere of valuing. weighting, and rating, the evaluation of facutly continues to be
twuhlesome and is often the source of associated problems at many institutions. ineluding questions of
inmate. personal growth and. sometimes, legal complications.

-
For two years. rum mid-I977 to mid-1979, the Faculty Evaluation Project of the Southern Regional

Education Board ISREN sought to promote principles of comprehensive, systematic faculty evaluation.
liming an IS-month period. the project worked closely with 30 institutions to assist them in developing
such programs. This publication reviews what has been learned from this project.

The Faculty halution Project was a natural extension of several antecedent Sit Ell activities. In 1975,
SREB eonducted a survey of current procedures in faculty evaluation at colleges and universities in its

; member states. Essentially, this survey demonstrated that faculty evaluation is used both for personnel
accisions and faculty development. It also showed that evidence for making these decisions waspften not
gathered in a consistent manner, nor were evaluation system components very comprehensive. An indi-
vidual system was frequently made up of unrelated proodures. This survey was followed, in 1976,77,
witli.case studies of a dozen institutions, selected for their relatively comprehensive approaches, to produce
a more complete description of evaluation polieies and procedures.

4,

The Regional Project
In the fah of 1977, two regional conferences were held to promote discussion of the SREB research

findings and recommendations, and to encourage participants to consider the extent to which their own
programs might be improved through more coMprehensive and systematic approaches. Following the
eimterences. institutions were invited to make application to be among 30 colleges and universities to
develop new or revised programs of faculty evaluation, with the -assistance of SREB resources. The invita-
tion resulted in 56 applications, from which 30 were selected.

Each application included a statement of.the institution's characteristics, its current program in faculty
_evaluation, the reasons 'for desiring to participate in the project, and an indication of the internal
procedures required for approval and implementation of new polny. Selections were aimed at diversity of
institutional types among participating institutions, and a variety of existing levels of sophistication and
practices in faculty evaluation. Institutions were judged on the ieasons offered for desiring to participate,
commitment to the objectives of the project, and potential for broader impact and transferability toother
hist itutions.

A list of the partjcipating institutions is included in the Appendix. The distribution among types of
institutions is shown on Table 1 .



TABLE 1.
Distribution of Project Institutions

Public Private Total
Twu-)e.air 8 1 9
tuccialAutvitte 3 3 6
Master's 6 4 10
ik.tctoul 5 0 5

'fLoat
.........

22 8 30 .

Included among these 30 were five predominantly black institutions, two women's colleges, a technical
college, and a comprehensive health science center.

Before discussMg the progress of institutions in making improvements, a description of regional :aspects
of the project is in order.

Regional Approach
The project was :in undertaking not only to encourage improvement in faCulty evaluation practices, but

aiso to apply a larger framework of organized change to a diverse group of institutions in different settings.
Central to the project's rationale was the belief that institutions could benefit from collectively addressing
the same issues and using similar change strategies under a regional umbrella which included periodic group
experiences and access to similar regional feWlirces while working on appropriate local approaches.

Because this effort was an extension end outgrowth of previous SREB research work, the project
resources included a publication which provided a description of evaluation practices in The South, a sug-
gested framework fur developing a comprehensive program, and guidelines felf institutions seeking to
improve faculty evaluation (Faculty Evaluation for Improved Learning).

To these printed resources were added several human tesOUP:es. The SREB Tusk Foice on FaCulty
Evaluation. which had reviewed staff findings and put forth a Let of recommendations for developing a
new or revised evaluation program, served as the advisory committee to monitor progress throughout the
proje0 and provide suggestions for many project activities: such us programming for workshops and ways
to encourage administrative monitoring of progress on the campuses.

The major eharacteristic of this regional approaeh was the use of an institutional team as the campus
group tesponsible foi local activity. Each campus team included ut least two faculty members and one
academic administrator. The team concept was used to promote a sense of responsibility and mission that
in a eommittee often rests only with a chairperson. The functioning of the team required that its
members have mutual coneern for theNuality of outcomes and an interdependence through division of
labor. In short, the task orientation was central to their functioning.

One benefit of the regional approach lay in potential opportunities to assemble people engaged in similar
activities tOr reflecting on progress and to plan next steps. Three workshops were held at six-month inter-
vals. Thete %VAS a clear preference on the part of workshop participants for two things: bringing together
teams from ail schools at the same time and place, instead cif holding sub-regional gatherings for geographic
convenience; and allowing a major portion of the workshop schedule to be devoted Ito individual team
working time. Yearns were frustrated by on-campus difficulties in scheduling time amOng other demands
and, therefore, used the workshops as a chance for marathon-like meetings insulated fror interruptions. At
the same time, they wanted to bc with groups from similar institutions for interaction and the exchange of
ideas.

Another feature of the project design was for institutions to supplement the workshop experiences with
campus visits by project-sponsored consultants. Each institution was provided with a coesultant subsequent
to each workshop. With assistance Wm project staff if requested, teams selected indivi&als who would be
able to provide assistance In accomplishing local goals.

2



It is of interest to note that %awls typically chose as consultants one of the seveial workshop leaders,
probably because of the impression unnle at the workshop or as a continuation of consultation that Was
started during the workshop. It seems that one side effect of the workshops was tu provide a "showcase"
of consultants so Warns cOtild "window-shop" tor resource pertains. A number of the consultations were

lb' the tesult of previous es-sociations quite apart foam the project, but it Was noticeable that many contacts
gtesv out of relationships imtieted at project meetMgs.

l'ioject stall kept up With substantive and procedural matters at the institutions largely through regular
contact with team leaders and especially through visits to the campuscs. On occasion, particuhirly during
the later months of the project, the staff took an active role in assessing and developing team commitment
to-completion of the task and planning longer-range objectives. In addition to team dedication, faculty and
administrative support for the team's efforts were viewed as critical factors to see to fruition what the team
ha'd initiated. In some instences, staff were able to recognize simple, yet significant, oversights in the
approach taken and toeggest action to strengthen the likelihood of success.

Although eueh leant defined the faculty evaluation needs of its own institution, the project provided
tiunwroils oecasions for teams to review their goals and plans for working toward them. At 020 workshop

"ieam plan" Was developed and left with project staff. The plan was a written statement of the status
quo, plans for revision or campus evaluation programs, relevant resources and obstacles, and an indication
of expeeted prowess for the following year or more. Between the first and second workshops in April,
l'r7S teams-provided a progress report. indicating the current status of their plans, any critical or signifi-
cant projeet events, and remaining agenda items.

It seemed appropriate that the project itself be thoroughly evaluated. The final section of this report
describes the evaluation approach used and its findings; worth mentioning at this point is the influence
whieh requirement for frequent evaluation of activities had on the teams. In addition to participants
regularly recording their own impressions und reactions, project evaluators interviewed team leaders during
workshops, and 15 of the campuses were chosen at random for ,9ne-day iRtensive site visits by an evaluator.
Those visits provided the opportunity for the evaluators to interview numerous people and observe at first
hand the project's impaet and outcomes.

Action in the, Institutions
Fundamental to improving faculty evaluation is the question "Why evaluate faculty?" This seemed to be

a recurring question asked of many project teams. The efforts and resources required to commit an institu-
tion to comprehensive, systematic faculty evaluation are in most cases substantial. Thus, even when faculty
are open to the need to improve evaluation at the outset, there is a tendency to question whether the
results and benefits justify the process.

Responses to the question, "Why cvaluate?," coma in many forms though generally they crin be classi-
fied two ways. Some are grounded in a sense of professionalism by the individual faculty member, while
others reflect a more practical orientation of administrators. The former group includes rationales which
state a need for improved faculty effectiveness, and is found in many institutions which,do not have merit
pay. rank, or tenure. This point of view can be summarized:

(a) Faculty should desire to know how well they are fulfilling their roles from the stand-
point of various observers and participants;

(h) Evaluation can and should be seen as a basis for improvement rather than as a threat;
(c) There should be a sense of personal satisfactior in knowing how one performs proles-.sionally even in the absence of economic motivations.

The more pragmatic rationule for an institution to become involved in a serious effort to improve faculty
evaluation may arise from one or more sources. One of these has to do with legal considerations, which are
very important today. There is a basic need for regular evaluation as part of compliance with federal regula-
tions for equitable, nondiscriminatory personnel judennents that will be defensible in a court of laW. Foe
those reasons or others, institutional governing bodies have sometimes directed that a system foi faculty
evaluation be developed. In other places, such as in some newer community colleges, a tenure system is
just being devsloped and some see a need to lay the groundwork for better information to be used in
making those tenure decisions.
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Dissatisfaction with an existing ev uation system is perhaps themajor reason most institutions desire
improvements. Several applications 1j6 the SREB project deicribed existista programs which faculty end-
administrators recognised as inad _ate, produeing a desire to work toward MON useful approaches and
practices. Other significant factors were defined during the course of the project at conditions which were
antecedent to beneficial partielpation. These included administrstive support, faculty commitment, taut
between and among faculty and adniinistrition. deske for change:deate fur "unveils, and firuncial and
human resource commitments.

PrOCess of Improvifig Evaluation
The project desian provided for several "built-in" activities and procedures which aided the process of

change on the eampuses. Partieipating teams and their institutions were at liberty, hawever, to undertake
other acdvities and develop other proccdnres appropriate to their local plans.

The proirammed activities, while allowing flexibility, were intended u a sequence of events thas would
,6clp trainm set a %Muria. maintain progress, and respond to a number of checkpoints along the way. Pethaps
most significant in tenns of interaction within and among teams were the three regional project 'workshops.

The teams were asked to meet on their respecu -a if ses prior to attending.thi first project workshop
to discuu their understanding and perception of e r. . faculty evaluation practices at their irutitutions,
In particula. teams (i) considered whatospects of their current systems were worthy of continuation or
vitension, (b) lis?ed negative nr preblematic aspects of the existing pfograms that should be eliminated or
avoided. (c) identified- things that coiphl be done to improve the programs, (d) estimated available resources
to help bring about 'these improvements, and (e) listed obstacles and barriers that could hinder prokress,

This .pi ehminary Heating helped the teams prepare to make full use of the project wiirkshops for campus
teamii which wered eld !in January and July of 1978, and January. 1979. As noted earlier, these meetings
provided concentra ed Vme periods for teams to devote considerable attention to dr.-it self-designed tasks;
opportunilies tOr eachatiges of ideas, problems, solutions and progress among learns; and consultation with
outside experts who could assist with various problem 'WM which the teams were addressing. While the
semi-annual workshops were in large measure self-directed, by the teams, the three meetings did prOvidt a
sequence of, topics. from initial goal setting and needs assessment in the first gathering, to a progress check
and reassessrnenein the second meeting and, finally, an emphasis on maintaining momentum and planning
for implementation during the last workshop.

The first work.shop-ended by hiving each team prepare a writteii plan which answered the following
questions:7

n. What ate the goals and objectives slou feel are appropriate for faculty evaluation at your
Msti tution?

-

b. What aspects of your present system contribute to these goals and objectives?

c. What are the obstacles that hinder achievement of these goals?

U. What changes do ydu propose to better achieve these goals and objectives?

e. What ate the stepuo be taken toward ,this end during the'next six months, 12 mon
and 18 months?

f. What kinds of assistance from the SREB project staff and outside consultants
need for campusbased planning between now and the next workthop?

rite seeonsi workshop provided opportunities for partivipants to SUMMariZe fOr one another their
activities, problems, and successes, and to heat presentations and participate in discussions on peer review,
evaluation for development, appropriate uses of different kinds of evidence, and making a iiomsrehesisive
evaluation system work. A final workshop for team members emPhasized the planning of implementation
strategiet and -tllowesi for-discussion of ways to institutionalize change; the roles of students, faculty, and
administrators in evaluation; the evaluation of faculty development programs; and the construction of
evaluation ingsuments. Teams were asked to think about the extent to which their original plans had been
accompliihed and who would be primarily responsible for seeing the plans to completion.

Within a six-month penod following each weirkshop, teams were provided project consultants for env or
two-day visits to help further refine or take action on team plans. Consultation activities took various

you
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forms: meeting wit team members, making presentationi to faculty tenetes or conimittees, leadingyvork-
shops, or develoeing \support from certain sectors of the facultsF or administratiomln most cases, the focus
of the consultation was on the team*s immediate piens and next steps to be taken to continue progress.

A review of the mo*s of operetion used by teams provides an interesting array of pproaches to the
change proems. The -usie of a team as a change agent was the core of the project strategy t teams at the,
30 institutions found Varying ways to early out this purpose.

Fairly in then work, is n neva* number a the teams sought to extend their base of cofitact and
support on campus. Some ex tied theti membership to be representative of itcademic dMsions'in the
'institution. Senile teams addeda w people as equal 'mothers and rotated ettendance at prdject workshops,
others expanded membership but ept the initial four eppointees as the core group, some arranged for an
advisory committee to meet with th tram, while LliI otherieused a subcommittee structure with a team
member as chairperson of each s'coltmnittee, thai providing a divishin oftlabor and responsibility for dif-
telent assigninents.

tommunicatiou on the campus was a eeitical activity of teams. In fact, some found frequent and open
reporting and gathering of opinions,and information to be a satisfactory alternative to team expansion.
Traditional avenues arid means of tWo-way c imunication were employed. Meny teams needed informa-
tion ebout campus attitudes and perceptions current faculty evaluation activities and preferences for
changed evaluation programs. Such intOrmation .1.% typically gathered through surveys and interviews.
Reporting back to feeulty about project objectives nd team efforts was accomplished through reports to
faculty seitate or"general faculty meetings: Periodic emoranda and newsletters were also.useful irrmany
places.

Intervening Circumstances-
Not surprisingly, teams found during the course of the projec that unexpected influences or occurrences

euuld have an imp5et on their progress and on the design of their n w programs.

The amoUnt of time end human energy required to develop a ne or revised program of faculty evalua-
tion far exceeded the expectations of most participants. This realize m had many dimensiens. Not only
Was it tilnecOnSinning to meet on a regular basis and compkte various sks, but cautiousness was required
to bring abOut understanding and endorsement of plans by constituencies. Further, in spite of the informa-
tion available in project documents and the general literature, as well aS a oniehments from consultants,
most .leaMs scenied to find it necessary to re-invent the wheel" to an cx nt. In some instances, this

, seemed justifiable: for example, sonic teams needed to arrive at their own conch ions about basic principles
of friendly twaluation and the change process.

Added to these inherent time requirements Was the unexpected opposition that confronted some team
efforts, Most tealns anticipated a mild degree of reluctance on the part of faculty, only to he surprised at
the intense level et- resistance. One feasun for such opposition was faculty curiosity about perceived seen-
fiees and benefits of evaluation. More simply stated, the question was often one of "Who wins?"
Communication and increasing involvement often helped to gain acceptance. On occasion a consultant was
invited to the eampus to present a concept and defend its legitimacy, onlyto be greeted with extreme
hostility Oh the part of the faculty. After using an outsider as a "lightning rod," so to speak, (as one person
put it. "taking him off the "egenda and putting him on the menu") faculty were frequently quite agreeable
when the same ideas were advanced e few months later.

Unexpected personnel changes, either ore the team or in the administration, greatly affected progress.
One institution's progress suffered due to delays caused by a vacant period between two executive vice
presidents. a presidential search, the eppointment of a ncw academic vice president, and a new assistant
academie vice president who became a principal figure in the work, At a few project institutions, financial
pressures were particularly great. Unenticipated freezes on salaries or tenure and directives for immediate
staff reduction impou'ed additional constreints on progress. In some Places, plans often led to the unex-
pected production of new forms and needsfar computer programming or use of optical scanning hardware.

Key administrators had a profound .impect through their accessibility, commitment. o, publicly-stated
support of the tearn's activity end goals. For several public institutions, etate-level (or district-leveli policy
changes relative to personnel matters or faculty affairs were factors that affected progress.
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. Twical Procedure -und, gestats . .

, 'The extrcifFaniount of time tequite.1 tu deVelop aml.implement cpmprehensive, systematic taeultY
evaluation, rpsiilled in the,cimpktion'iin..d,huplententatiim of fewer new programs than had been expeCted

--

:Mimi; participants 'during the' Is niiiiihs;At project's qui, niany!OittColltes.ate Still tentative, oi"Isileast arenot M 441 bloont.,hut niost proPanis kive.hven tiovelZiped or aru in some trial period of implementation.
Another section, of this rep,ort hau.selated i:iiie surnmaties.as illustrinive example's of what has been accorn-
phslre.P.' However, the noit NW paragraphs tiovide a sumtnary of typicOccomplishnients among the 30participants. While pth does.not reaget the expesience of a single institinion, it jsu composite "scenario"
of what typically took'plaee. ' . ,.. .. .- ... : I

a

The average' igstitution came la the project wills a hiitory of d loos-dy applied jii,eul6
evaluatian pmeiam. The main emporia: fleas &a stiolent ming form developed locally
rPithin the past Jive yous, but most people could not reeagadien it was fint used or even
if it waS Still in use institution:wide. Also, more stnificant, tua..okui Was SW What'll wa,sused for. Another component. of tIteearlier system was it selfcvaluation,(aitually a self%port) an whiCh a faculty member listed all of his or hei res4onsibilities and activities in
courses, committees, publkations, community service, and other .activities. Also. -each
faculty member ssus evaluated by tlw department head on The basis ofa selfirepnrt and
link else except personal observations. "

The institui.-,m origindly hat/ uppiied Jur parties'pation fti time SRER project to Make the
procedures InOre usefill priNidinjf feedback to faculty and for jatlwrIng information on
which to base personnel dceisiims. The team appointed for this purpose came to the first
workshop with mixed fedings. The -members fels the present system was inadequate, but
they were not sure fir)140 to overhaul the program: The Meeting helped them see that a dual-
purpose system was needed. i.e.. a program to lead tofacultx,development activities and also
provide' a basis for salary, promotion, and tenure uonsklerations. Nonetheless, an uneasy
skeptkism persisted about serunoness of the administration's support fur an improved, open
oil:Jo:km program. S'imw thought that- the gri;und rules woidd.be.changed on the surface

and, in actual practice, nothing the wam could do would -change the stay decisions were
made.

,
The lifSt impulse was to develop new forms right away. If student ratings are to be used.
why no& get .started m finding the right fOrm With.the right questions?-But this temkncy
soon gave way to a realization that letromer mistakes were at time point of being made ggain,
and that consensus abomit purpose must be devdopcd If the changes were to be meaningful,,

After this initial period of settling down. tlw team realized that% bask strategies of the change
process shoukl not be Ignored, even with au- ou`tkide sponsor to help legitimize the team's
activities. Therefore, to broader:14 base. tiw grouiXwas expaMed from four to nine mem-be& with new aepointees coming\jkam academic units not reeresent& by the original
members. The next task .vas to conduct a campus-wide ivey of faculty. The questionnaire

_asked for reactions to the current evahiation, indications of %Mat was-needed to Improve the
program. and attitudes toward using certain new techniques, such as peer ratings of instruc-
tional tnaterials and classroom observatkm. Responses were not encouraging ,marepresented
only about 60 percent rate ofreturn

After a length), deliberative proccis. 'interrupted by irams'and giddy reports, a summer
session, and other calendar deniamulss the team was ready to propose to the faculty a blue-
print. The proposal called jig a statement of pijrpases. a deftrtition of the kinds of activities
(e.g., teaching, reSearch, screicel that would be evaluated. thC SOttires Qf infarmation (self.
students, peers. and suoervisots). -what would be asked of thse sources, and how the infop
'nation was to be used. Rirther, each Acuity member wos4l be allowed to select, in con-
ference with the department head. the relative weight each irtivity would count in his or
her own evaluation, and within each aetivity,, the weight of each applicable source of
information.

6



After endorsement by the faculty, the neit task was to develop necessary jams and owe-
dures. Vw student rating Orin was prepared by asking each faculty member to recommend
questions thar coua be asked of students about class instruction. The suggestions woe
culled for common themesand:a balanced array of areas was covered in the initial version.
With other forrns prepared in similar fashion, the "go ahead"was given for a trial run for the
next amiemic year. The results were not to be used for any purpose other than self-
improveraent and testing of (he system. Finally when the prop= is found generally accept-
able, it will be in use fOr J111 implementation and save as a basis for persoanel decisions as
well as professional development.

In this, typical situation, the members of the 'project team have learned a number of things from the
process of revising-faculty evaluation. They now have a better understanding of.campus attitudes toward
eyaluition, of strategies for bringing about change (including political considerations), and of practical
mitters relating to accomplishment of.a specific task: Participants in the project reported specific lessons
learned from this experience; the following slftmentsare among the more interesting:

Most faculty are unaware or unconvinced of the improVed state of the art in faculty evalua-
tion and development.

General apathY and institutional inertia are among the most difficult barriers to overcome.
It is best to develop the new program incrementally. one component at 'a time '4student
ratings, then peer ratings,.etc.).

It has proved exp edient to begin development in areas where faculty show an interest.

Instruments sio.nild be developed locally, with contributions from as maw people as
possible.

The status and authority of the team are critical.

Administrative support.is asential.

!per/eased knowledge leads to increased stipport.

Mst faculty are uninformed about%the status quo regarding faculty evaluation on their
campus.

The process of revision is as important as the substance of the revision itself.

Conclusions About Outcomes
What generalilations can be made about the way in which these institutions have approached the task of

improving faculty evaluation? It voilld be misleading to suggest that all or most teams had similar experi-
encei. However, certain conclusions about the process and outcomes can be drawn from working with the
different groups.

One point is worth stressing initially, because it was significant to many teams early in their delibera-
tions. The need to define purposes at the start of the process was often overlooked. Most teams had to lead
their institutions through a decision about whether faculty evaluation was to serve a formative function
(for faculty improvement and self development), a summative function (for making personnel decisions),
or both. Achieving a consensus about purposes is absolutely esientialliecause so many procedures in faculty
evaluation are dictated by the purpose(s) they are to-serve.

Another conclusion, building on .the first one, relates to'the sequence in which many of the new or
revised programs were developed. After attempting agreement on purposes, the steps that followed dealt

,with deciding on the faculty activities to be evaluated, hdw to evaluate them, and 'what was to be done with
9,the results. A host ofjelated questions grew out of these-dedsiong. Among them were: What about faculty
with different roles or assignments, e.g., teaching faculty, research faculty, laboratory faculty, or arts
faeulty? Can the procedures allow for emphasis of one, source of evaluation ink mation over another?

. How can objective criteria and standards be invoked to Measure subjeetive behaviors? The procedures and
methods designed by the institutions grew.out of the way in which they decided to answer those questions
in the.context of the local setting.
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The most conunon UMWe of infonnatioia used for faculty evaluation among the participating schools
dent ratings of instruction. This was usually complemented by an evaluation bY the department or

division he ., the immediate superior) an5I a self-report or selfevaluation. Another source of informa-
tion was from c011eagues, usually based on a review of course materials. Because the benefits of peer visits
to other's class sessions are found to be best for informal constructive criticism, few schools have built
visitation requirements, atit instead many propose it as an avaihible option.

A problem arose in some instances from the adoption uf a rating form from another institution or from
widely marketed "packages" with available norms and rnalysis procedures. The faculty responses to the
importation of an evaluation instrument from somewhere else were usually along the lines of "it may work
there, but it won't work here," or "that's not our form and those questions don't apply to us." In short,
it became convenient, rightly or wrongly, to reject "foreign" forms on surface issues alone. It should be
added, however, that some project school; successfully incorporated outside forms by careful adapts on.
A more preferred and politically expedient method was local development with input from all concerid.
For example, an invitation to submit possible questionnaire items resulted in several good suggestlonsftnd
made faculty feel a greater sense of ownership in a local form that could then be tested for validit and

Another feature common to many programs at project institutions was flexible description of. faculty
roles. Instead of requiring, for example, faculty to be evaluated equally on teaching, research, and service.
cni with specified relative weightings of one-half, one-fourth, and one-fourth, respectively, faculty members,

"in consultation with the department head, may determine the appropriate assignment and relative value for
evaluation to reflect the individual's assignments or actual work effort. One project institution developed
eight faculty functions and ranges of percentages (minimum and maximum) that may be elected or negoti-
ated for each individual in the assignment and evaluation of duties.

Building further on this concept, a few iistitutions also are permitting faculty to elect relative weightings
for the sources of information within each faculty function. That is, if a faculty member is to be evaluated
in part on teaching performance, and the sources of input are to be studentsl.peers, and the department
head, these three sources may be assigned, in advance, values of 60 percent, 20 percent, and 20 percent,
respectively. But, as indicated earlier, defining explicit standards for various faculty functions ot activities
was troublesome for most.

One component basic to virtually every Oar was an einphasis on advancement or consideration of
faculty devielopment. A strong relationship between evaluation and development was, therefore, acknowl-
edged in varying degree among the resulting plans. In some cases, an incremental approach is being
employed, whereby the evaluation program is to be used only for professional improvament purposes at
first, but eventually may lead to a more summative application.

A relitionship more difficult to derme, or harder still to uae for decision-making, is that of faculty
evaluation and student learning. Several team& gave this matter some attention, perhaps because of the
emphasis of the projeas philosophical stance that Improved faculty evaluation leads to improved instruc-
tion. which in turn means improved student learning. Moving beyond these presuppositions to demon7
strable and feasible application is yet to be accomplished.

The previous examples and conclusions represent a composite of fmdings presented for the sake of
generahtation and illustration; participating institutions did prepare case summaries of their experiences
which provide instructive reading. The following section of this report presents a few of these cases to serve
as examples of the project experiences.



Part II
Institiltional Examples:

Case Summaries

The 30 kestitutions in the SREB Pioject represent as many examples and approaches. AlthoUgh some
duster with others in terms of approach, emphasis,or outcome, it is difficult to present a limited number of
case summaries which adequately illustrate these various experiences. Even though each of the 30 can0-
provide some useful insights, only seven case sununaries are presented by way of illustration.

The following brief descriptions of institutional experiences in ,the project inlcude reports from two
public community colleges, two state-supported four-year liberal arts colleges, two private master's level
institutions, and a comprehensive public university in an urban setting. The reports are previa d inalpha-
betical order.

Austin College
Sherman, Texas

Austin Callese is a liberal arts institution affiliated with the Presbyterian Church, United States.
fidi-tinse faculty nurnbe.n over 90, and the carnpess enrolls nearly 4200 studentz

The faculty evaluation system in use at. Austin College. in 1977-78 wa$ described in thp 'November 4977
application to this project as follows:

Faculty evaluation occurs within the Career Development Program, the means whereby the
faculty Member's professional development needs are coordinated with the institution's
programmatic and other needs. Career development procedures begin with the faculty mem-
ber's writing a plan that includes a description of his or her role and responsibility at the
college, specific goals for professional development in- the next four years, and means for
implementation. Often the plan is accompanied by a request fox College grant funds to put
the plan into action. The faculty member works with his or her career development advisor,
usually a divisional dean, to design the plan in detail, and may consult a qualified career
development counselor made available by the college. The indMdual's plan is coordinated
with the college's priorities, schedules, and ability to underwrite parts of the plan. Once each
year the faculty member reviews the plan with his or her divisional dean and revites it as
necessary. An essential element in the career development program is evaluation, and two
categories are used: (1) self-development (formative) evaluation, and (;) performance
(summative) evaluation. Each has its own purposes and procedures.

Members of the Austin College project team were Charles Barr, Professor of Chemistry; Dee Bedsole, Dean of the College;
Carol Mary, Associate Professor of English; sad Virginia Lam Coordinator, Career Dayaloptaaat Program



S.

The purpose of self-development evaluation is to improve the person's competencies, slalls,
and habits and to Maintaiu strengths in those areas where 'considerable skill and expertise
have already been achieved. Because the fiiius.is on providing constructive help for the
individual rather than simply evaluating the person, the faculty member decides what is
evaluated end how, includiam who provides the information.

The purpose of performance evaluation Es to obtain adequate information about actual per-
formance in all alias of involvement so that fair sdministrative decisions canabe made
relative to salary increases, tenure, promotion, etc. . .. Major performance evaluatiops occur
when the faculty member is considered for promotion or tenure, during the seeond year for
a new faculty member, and thereafter at least once every four or five years. Information
comes from students, Peerse the faculty member being evaluated, and other appropriate
persons. Although major performance evaluations occur only at the time specified, perfor-
mancaavaluition does involve a continuing process to collect data at least yearly.

The major improvements sought dunag.the project were described as follows:

Austin College needs to improve the evaluation features of its Career Development Program,
particularly the self-deielopment evaluation. . . Specifically, the faculty member needs a

. wider variety of means of self-evaluation, knowledge of evaluation methods that are unique
to his or her discipline, and understanding and commitment to the need to carry on evalua-
tion continuously and make adjtistments along the way, not just at the end of a year or a
longer period of time. Performance evaluation, is working moderately well, though some
adjustments may be needed here, too, such as having the student questionietilad completed
on a selective basis rather than for every class, and adjusting the weight given to the several
elements of 'performance evaluation. Better meshing and relatedness of the uses of self-
development evaluation and performance evaluation are also required.

Work of the Project Team
The team began its worle.by outlining the tasks suggested at the first SREB workshop. At that time

goals and objectives were also developed for the project, and Strategies were devised for involving others in
the development of the college's evaluation program. After returning to campus; the team initiated an
ungoing process of faculty involvement by holding a series of meetings with the president, the Educational
Program Advisory Committee, the Career Development Advisory Committee, and the faculty. As work
progressed during the next year and one-half, a serious effort was made to communicate every phase of the
development of the program to the faculty.

One of the initial objectives undertaken by the team was the identifization of the elements in a total
program of evaluation at the college, and to coordinate and rewrite whey necessary all institutional state-
ments about evaluation in policy manuals. It was soon discovered that, althriugh evaluatiiin was being
carried out on campus in many areas, there was no written statement of the college's philosophy of evalua-
tion. This omission has been corrected by the tette and revisions made of evaluation statements in the
college policy manuals,

. Early in the team's review of the Career Development Program, the need kir a revision of the "Student
Feedback on Instruction" instrument, then being used on a college-wide ba$s, became evident. With the
help of a consultent, the team faced *up to the need to develop a completel new form. Preparing a new
student feedback instrument, was substituted as a prime objective to be achiev d by the team.

in a May, 1978 college sVorkshop, a series of sessions on various upects if an evaluation program were
presented. These included peer evaluation, student evaluation of faculty\ cer D4velopment as a support
system for improvement of teaching. use of other questionnaire's in slfdeve1opment evaluation, and
eialuation feedback from adniinistrators. Discusaion in these groups served to eniphasize the difficulties in

The team's. decision to concentrate its efforts on the form for student eedback on instruction was sup-
ported. In a fall workshop on campus in late August, 1978, faculty wer asked to assist in'the selection of
items appropriate for such an instrument. After much work, a new forr was ready for administration on

communication and the concerns of faculty over use of peer evaluation. if
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an experimental basis at the end of the t141 term. The results were given to the individual facUlty, but not to
divisional deans. Thus. while the instrument was being validated, it was nut used for performance evaluation
purposes. Essentially the same version of the instrument, with modified scales for certain items, was
administered again in May. 1979. During the summer _of 1979, an analysis of all questionnaire items was
completed and a final form will be ready to be used for performance evaluation in the fall of 1979. This
effort on the part of the Faculty 411uation Project team appears to have gained strong faculty approval,
pmbably in huge rfleaStIre because the faculty were directly involved in formulating the instrument and
Were kept informed of progress.

New procedures were adopted for the uniform adminiv,ration of the new student feedback instrument,
using students in the teaeher education program. The new instrument will be used in one class of each
instructor instead of in each class, as was the case with the old form. These changes in the method and fre-
quency of administration of the instrument were considered critical. Some faculty.had difficulty accepting
the need for administration of the form to be carried out by others rather than by themselves, as had been
the practiee for several years.

An open faculty meeting was held in early May, 1979 to discuss peer evaluation and other forms of
performance and self-development evaluation. It is hoped that by May, 1980, all revisionS of the faculty
evaluation system will be ready for implementation.

Another objective implemented early in the fall of 1978 WaS a new approach to orientation of new
faculty. This program has been well received by faculty and other members of the college community.. One
additional session was held at the end of the academic *year to, discuz the Career Development Program
with new faculty members.

The work of the project team was expedited by sending members tu several national conferences center-
ing on faculty evaluation and by using several excellent consultants.

Critical Phases of the Process
The difficulty in communicating the process and/or plan for faculty evaluation -was recognized early

as a critic4 phase of the project team's work. Opportunities given the learn to assist in planning special
faculty meetings and workshops have helped in the process. It was seen, however, that communication on a
one-to-one basis is most effective in insuring rputual understanding.

A seeond critical step was the decision to develop anientirely new form for student evaluation of faculty.
Asking faculty members to help select items for the questionnaire and seeking their comments on the
process proved helpfid in gaining faculty understanding and approval of the final instrument. Questions
from individual faculty were answered on an informal day-to-day basis, thus helping in the communication
process.

The feet that the Austin College administration is assuming that the work of the team will be continued
beyond the s'clwduled end of the SREB project allows the additional time needed for planning and
communication. The team feelslhat each aspect of the progran must be understood and accepted in order
for the total program to he effective.

By June I. 1979. stab concerning peer and formative evaluation had been shared With the faculty.
Administrators will have an op rtunity to reejew new guidelines for performance evaluation and will
have received training in use of in =anon resulting from student evaluation of faculty. Means of evalua-
ting core coUrses, laboratories, anI studio courses are currently being studied and guidelines have been
drafted.

The Career Development Program was studied by the team, resulting in a new approach-to the role and
selection of career development advisors. The guidelines providing.help to individual faCulty in the formu-
lation of career development plans will be rewritten.,,The method of administering Career- Development
Implementation Grants has also been changed.:



Overall Results
Evidence is beginning to emerge indicating that faculty are using the results of evaluation in planning

their career development programs. To date, only the student evaluation information is being widely used.
but it is expeeted that each phase of evaluation will be utilized more widely in the future. For example, one
career development advisor reports that four of the seven faculty who recently wrote or updated their
plans made use of such self-development evaluation.

By spring 1979, it was evident that the project team-had turned the corner in its attempts to produce
widespread acceptance and support for the changes already made and those anticipated in the faculty evalu-
ation syilern of the college. This was recopized by a visiting team studying faculty development in a
project of the Association of Americ111 Colleges and also by an evaluator for the SREB Project.

Austin College is committed to the belief that an evaluation program is developmental and that any
program must be open to improvement. The goal is not to develop a set program for evaluation which will
not be modified but, rather, to provide .a flexible structure for effective evaluation, using a diversity of
approaches.

Austin Community_Collfge
Austin, Texas

Austin Community College (ACCI had its beginning in 1973 as a state-supPorted comprehensive com-
munity c(Jllege Currently, nearly 10.000 students are enrolled in degree and certification programs. The
college employs over 100 full-timc and 275 part-time Oculty.

As a new college, ACC did not have a comprehensive program fur the evaluation of either full-time or
faculty. Upon acceptance into the SREB project in December, 1977, the president appointed

three instructors and one institutional administrator as ACC participants, This group forined the nucleus of
a larger 13-memberlfaculty and administrator) College Evaluatign Team. What follows is a OW summary
of efforts in developing and implementing a college-wide faculty eNaluation program.

Plans for the Project -An Overview
The fact that the institution had never had an evaluation program was both an advantage and a disad-

vantage. An advantage existed because there were no precedents, nothing to undo before building, and
there was very little faculty resistance. A major disadvantage was the immensity of the task.

In general, our goals rand objectives were:

To develop faculty and administrative support for a faculty evaluation program;

To crew ornpeiency criteria, including related standards and evidence;

To create akevaluation model, related procedures, and instruments;

To create a faculty development model and procedures for selfrenewal;

f iremitc a decision-making model for multiple-year appointments;

To define an' instructional philosophy; and

To incorporate a faculty portfoliointo the evaluation system.

This %fa to be a comprehensive plan which would include the evaluation of all full-time andpart-time
faealty, inchading instructors, counselors, and librarians. It was, moreover, to include ratings by students
(where applicable), by supervisors and peers, and a self-evaluation. All of this necessitated a great diversity
of instruments. Since Austin Community College offers instruction by faculty and supervisors located at
many different sites, The logistics of defining a procedure which would maximize consistency was also a
challenge.

The Austin Community Collcgc project team included Daum Goodall, Department Head, Vocational Nursing; Grace M.
Offs, Courdmator of Curriculum and Instruction; Keith Owen, Department Head, Human Development; and Gilmore
Williams, Department Had, Photographic Technology,
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In spite of the magnitude of this undertaking, we were able to design instruments for all of the above
groups, with the exception of ratings by peers, and to conduct our first official college-wide evaluation of
full-time faculty in the fall of 1978, and of part-time faCulty in the spring of 1979. Even so, There still
remains much to be dune regarding the formative and sununative uses of evaluation. ,

Rationale -

There werc two factors which provided some umnediacy to our project. One was the fact that the
college B of Trustees had, in January, 1977, approved a policy for multiple.year appointments of
faculty which is heavily dependent upon faculty evaluation. The second was the fact that the college was
being conarderd for full accreditation by the Southern AssoCiation of Colleges and Schools in 1978, and
we were quite trtaln that we would be expected to have a faculty evaluation plan in progress.

Since the fa olty svai-anxious to have the multiple.year appointment policy implemented, most were in
suopurt of initiating an evaluation program. There wai, however, a problem with the concept of peer evalu-
ation; the faculty had resisted this component in the desip of the multiple-year appointment policy. The
evaluation team' also had difficulty in identifying how peers should be incorporated into the plan. Further-
more, consultation with personnel at other colleges confirmed our feelings that peer evaluation was
problematic. As a consequence, we were never able to incorporate - or at least up to this point have not
been able to incorporate peers into the evaluation process, in spite of the fact that tlif Board of Trustees
had specifically requested that they be included. \.

Shortly after beginning work on the evaluation program, 4he college hired a full-tim\staff member
whose prime responsibility is faculty development. This enablaplanning for linkage between faculty evalu-
ation and development with some degree of confidence.

Although a.college.wide evaluation of full-time and part-time faculty was conducted in 1978-79, it was
recognUed thal evaluation is an evolutionary process. For it to be effective, it will have to be extended and
periodically reviewed and refined.

Critical Steps in Development
At the outset (January,1978), the. 'college had no evaluation instruments. The first student, self, and

supervisor rating forms were designed from instruments collected from other institutions. These. were
refined after eipansion of information at the first SREB workshop and after soliciting faculty reaction.

In April of 1978, a pilot evaluation of full-time faculty applied the revised instruments. In compliance
with the request of the Faculty Association, data Coltected through the student rating forms were
submitted only to the instructor concerned. Procedures necessarily were adjusted for this pilot. No records
of the results of this first evaluation were kept by the college.

In June of 1978. an SREB consultant conducted a workshop with 34 volunteer faculty members partici-
pating in development of criteria, standards, and measurements for evaluation. This was a highly successful
workshop, the results of which were sent to all Fvulty for their reactiOns and additional suggestions.

Ali instruments were then redesigned, using o y the criteria established by the faculty. The instruments
(student, self, and supervisor) designed for the Art and Science faculty became the basic instruments, since
their criteria were also identified by all other iIstructionaI units. The Allied Health and Vocational.
Technical alvisions, as well as departments whose tines involve field experience, added criteria unique to
their divisions or departmepts. Instruments for counsflors and litrarians were unique to their responsibilities.

In the fall of 1978, the first "official" calle&Avide evaluation of full.time faculty was conducte4. Fox
the most part, it went well. Although the team met With the supervisors beforehand, problems in inter-
pretation and in interpersonal skills.did arise, and steps are being taken to miniMize these problems in the
future. The reaVion in several departments, however, was very Positive. One director reported, "The
process of self and supervisor rating has been a big boost to our staff development." Most faculty and
administrative reaction has been informal to date, although there are plans to conduct a survey for faculty
reaction and input.
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Shortly after the evaluation of full-time faculty was underway in the fall, attention focused on the
deeign of insimments and procedure for the evaluation of part-time faculty, and their evaluation was imple-
mented in the spring of 1979.

Early in April. 1979, an SREB consuhant conducted a workshop for the purpose of: 1) clarifying the
relationship of faculty evaluation and development and 2) tbcusing un the creation aud implementation of
a development program. Twenty instructors and administrators attended. Again, the workshop was highlyproductive. An impressive list of ideas and projects was compiled of which rem were identified asinunediately poasible. Task Foree conunittees were formed to begin work on 1) planninrfor training
sessions for supovisors, 2) incorporating a faculty portfolio in the evaluation process, 3) compiling a list(and later a manual) of faculli, development resources particularly as they relate to evaluation, 4).clari-fyiiig the sununative and formative aspects of evaluation. and 5) establishing an instructional philosophy.
Numbers 2,3, and 4 are initial steps in wiirking toward faculty growth cootracts. )

In February. 1979, a new position of Coordinator of Program DevelopMent and Evaluation was idled.Still to be defined is the relaConship between faculty evaluation and program evaluation both of which*thould haue a direct impact on student learning.
The fact that we accomplished as niuch itS we did in the first 15 months is due, in part, to our participa-

tion in the SREB project. The three workshops helped to define goals, to plan- tasks over each six-monthperiod, and to report on progress. In addition, there were many resource people available at these meetiags,and the exchange with participants from other institutions was also beneficial. The two workshops
conducted on campus by SREB consultants were invaluatile. Participation in the project and the develop-ment of an evaluation program extended our perceptions of what is necessary to maximize the effectiveness.
ot the system.

Jackson State Commtmity Colle4e
Jackson, Tennessee

Jackson State Community College, an institution of the State University and Community College.,kvstem of Tennessee, is a state-supported, comprehensive comnumity college. The college has 75 full-timefaculty and 50 part-time faculty serving 2,500 students.

System Dcwelopment
Commitment of administration and faculty to such a major effort as developing a comprehensive facultyevaluation system resulted from . a combination of negative faculty, experiences with the "in-house"developed method of evaluation that was in use, introduction of an alternative, and motivation on the partof the administration and faculty to change to this alternative approach. Lending urgency to the change was

the standing policy of the State Board of Regents (the governing board of the coIlege) that merit must be
a component in decisions regarding promotion, tenure, and salary.

The events that led to the introduction of a new concept of faculty evaluation Were not preplanned.
However, these events led to formal planning and, in retrospect, were essential to system development. The
sequence of major, events that occurred over the two-year period of development and implementation ofthe new system are outlined below.

Change in academic Iàdesilp. One of tile lint responsibilities faced by the new Dean of Academic
Affairs upon his arrival in January, 1977, was the application of the recently completed facnity evalua-
tions. Comments by individual and small groups of faculty relative to faculty efaluation were repeated&
oegative. Criticism frequently focuied on the irrelevance of many of the criteria then used and on thelack of information by students, faculty, and supervisors to respond to many of the criteria. It was the
general_conclusion of faculty and the dean that the existing method of evaluation should be improved.

Team members from Jiickson State Community College were a sub-group of The college's Faculty Evaluation Committee.They were Jimmy E, Chumney, Associate Professor of Physics; kobert A. Harrell, Deo of Academic Affairs; Benne
Assistant Proles= of English; and Orville Williams, Aisociate Professor of History.
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Introductioa of alternative cpproach to student evaluations. A consultant was invitej to addrot the
faculty on the usefulness of student evaluations in improving college teaching, The consultant was one
of the developers of the Course/Instructor Eitluation .estionnaire (CIEQ) and introduced that instru-
ment as one means uf gathering evaluation informatiuu. There was a general consensus of the faculty
that such a nationally proven instrument had the advantage of providing interpretive data for instruc-
tional improvement and was far superior to the instrument which had been developed by the college.

Introduction 'of draft of comprehensive faculty evaluation system. In sununer 1977, the dean wrote the
first draft of a comprehensive faculty evaluation system. This draft was developed under the presump-
tion that the coneepts and procedural steps involved were an extension of previous discussions and
would be generally agreed upon by the faculty. This draft was presented as the key agenda item at the
in-service faculty meeting for fall quarter, 1977. The draft incorporated the CIEQ method of student
evaluation of course/instructor and introduced, for die first time, a comprehensive system of faculty
evaluation. Only minor modifications, primarily in the area of peer evaluation, were suggested by the
faculty. An important role was played by the consulant in his support of the draft, as well as in his,
discussion of the merit of a comprehensive approach to evaluation.

Couunitment of faculty to a cOmprehensive faculty evaluation system. In addition to die in-service
meeting involving the faculty as a total body, the dean met with the faculty in each instructional division
to discuss the model. Each division agreed to support_the development of a comprehensive faculty
evaluation system.

ITelementation of fagulty committees. To establish effective communicatior within and across instruc-
tional divisions, four-person committees werZ selected from within each division, and a oollege-wide
committee was established composed of chairrpen of the division comMittees, a representative of the
Faculty Council, and a division chairperson. Committees were charged with the following responsibilities:

Division Faculty Evaluation C'ommittee

1 . To serve as committee for peer evaluation of division faculty syllabi;

2. To serve a oliaison role to division faculty and the college faculty evaluation committee
in matters concerning evaluation;

3. 'ro assist college faculty committee as requested.

Colkge-Faculty Evaluation Conunittee

I . To coordinate procedures for the anrlual implementation of the comprehensiVe faculty
evaluation-system;

2. To. evaluate. Ole effectiveness of the system;

3. To recommend modifications of policy and procedures to the dean.

lliParticipation in So tem Regibnal Education goard Faculty Evaluation Project. In November, 1977,
SREII called for p rposals from cuileges 4 d universities within its 14-state region to participate in an
SREB-sponsored fa ulty evaluation projec Jackson State's proposal was accepteA and participation
began in January, 1978. .

The ,SREB publiCation. Faculty Evaluation for Improved Laming, served as the refetence for the scope
of the SREB project. Coincidentally, this report provided an excellent overall statement of Jackson
State's inwnt in November 1977, and remains today an important companion document to the compre-
hensive faculty evaluation system developed by the college.

Participation at the three SREB workshops assisted the four-person team representing the college in,
maintaining a persaective on the college's progress. Workshop, participation invariably produced a feeling
of confidence, as the accomplishments by Jackson State apseared to be further along relative to other
colleges developing a comprehensive system.
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Writing of comprehensive faculty evaluation cistern document. The writing of policies and procedures
that arc incorporated a% a system document followed almost without exception-the following sequence
of steps:

1. Reaction of the faculty to different sections of first draft of model;
2. Discussion of response and related input by committee members.and dean;
3. Writiiii; of section of document under discussion by dean:

4. Reaction by college faculty evaluation committee;
5. Review of the total document by the college faculty evahiation committee and the divi-

sion chairmen in ivniunction with the dean;

6. Explanation of completed document as part of an in-service meeting in September 1978;
7. Implementatnin.

FIGURE A
Comprehensive Faculty Evaluation System

Jackson State Community College
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EVALUATION I Instructor : Syllabus : Development Advising Service Service Achievement Development:AdministrationI

i
I I

TYPES OF
ASSIGNMENT:1

Instructor I 30-50%

instructt4
Administrator 10.30%

Administrator : None :None

0-10% 0-15% 5-20% 0-10%

0-10% 0-57e, 5-20% 0-10%

None None 5-15% 0.10%

0,10% 10-30%

0-10% 10-30%

0-10%

None

1040%

60-80%
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Characteristics of the System .

The model for a comprehensive faculty evaluation system at Jackson State Community College is
piesented in Figure A. This diagram shows nine areas to be evaluated (course/instructor, syllabus, materials
development. etc.). Eight of the nine may apply to instructors who do not have administrative duties. The
sources of evaluation inforMation are shown above each evaluation area, for example, student ratings will
be applied to cours:sseiluations, but not to other areas. A final component of the figure specifies the
weight that may be ed to the respective areas.four areas course/instructor. sYlitsbus. college service,
and faculty development -- have minimum weights required of an instructor. Their minimum cumulative
weighting is 55 percent. leaving up to 45 percent of the individual assignment and evaitiation to be negoti-
ated, The model further consists of selected principles of evaluation and managertuMMIRCticular, it is

comprehensiq. in use of- self. students, peers, and supervisor as sources of ivaluation;

performance-based, in that local normative data are integrated with a proven nationally-
used instrumenrfor student evaluation of course/instructor while maintaining instrument

-reliability and validity;
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individually oriented, rather than gioup-oriented, in that individual and supervisor, by
agreement. determine the degree uf emphasis t4e individual will give to each area of
evaluation;

management-by-objectives in concept, with Objectives, time frame fur accomplishment of
objectives. and the process for evaluation clearly defined;

fkxible, in its applicability for evaluation of both instnicturs and administrators;

eriteriemiefereneed. in its use of predetermined criteria to establish levels of perf9eguance;

improvementoriented, in that faculty development is incorporatedas an integral component
of the system:

systematic. in method fur integrating area evaluations to bring about a composite evaluation
result; and

kvelopmental. through use of a faculty evaluation committee to annually evaluate the
system and recommend changes to improve the sYstem's effectiveness.

Fueuk Development as an Integral Component
Because of debate regarding the relationship of faculty P.valuation and faculty development and the

strong posilion taken by Jackson State in addressing this question. this topic is introduced as part of this
case summary. Jackson State supports the position that faculty ievelopment should be a part of faculty
evaluation for both formative and summative purposes. Basically, the relationship of faculty development
to summative and formative evaluations may be explained as follows:

Faculty Developnion and Swnmative Evaluation. Individual faculty development activities
and other areas are evaluated for merit factor in personnel decisions regerding promotion,
tenure, and salaty.

Faculty Development and Formative Evaluation. Individual faculty development activities
are undertaken for profesgonal growth and improvement of performance.

=1,

Probknis in Development and linplementation
Problems encountered during the period of sYstem development and the first six months of implementa-

tion can be categorized apolitical, developmental, and coNununieational.

Parkal. Political, as defined here, refers to the self-interest and concerns of individuals and special groups
engaged in the process of chanOng to an almost totally new evalUation system. In this context, political
prol?lems were minimal. The expected concerns of individuals and small groups relative to the impact of
a system did manifest themselves; however, concerns were expressions primarily of need for understanding
rather than expressions of opposition.

Five factors minimized faculty opposition to the development of this comparatively complex approach to
faculty evaluation:

I . The faculty., almoSt tO a person, desired to move away from existing evaluation policies and proceduies
that were considesed inadequate and inappropriate.

2. The faculty were involved in discussions of gee content and meaning ofa comprehensive faculty evalua-
tion system.

3. Faculty support was gained In the early stages at development.

4. The college was committed to vigorous support of faculty development activities.

S. State Board policy requited the use of merit promotion, tenure, and salary decisions.

The statement that concerns of a political nature were minimal should be qualified by the fact that some
faculty expressed in vvying degrees their opposition to any type of evaluation, These concerns, however,
were not taken to ihe point of non-participation or disruption.
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Developmental. The college was unable to locate, either through, research or by knowledge of evaluation
programs at other colleges, a model of a functional, comprehensive system or an individual who had
developed such a system. The literature includes numerous twommendationt fur a comprehensive approach
but tew usable refereilies beyond the scope of student ratiugs. For example, criteria for evaluation of
syllabi Were scarce and criteria for evaluafion .of such areas u community servize and faculty development
were nonexistent. Nor were examples of fiinns for paper flow avadeble.

With the exception of evaluation of course/instructor, the college developed from its own leadership
resourees the criteria, perfonnance levels, and forms necessary to complete its evaluation system. As
mentioned earlier, the SREB project consultants were instrumental La providing the system of student
evaluation, integrating student ratings into an approaeh for sumMative and formative evaluation purposes.
and helphig. 'us develop a systematic anethod for achieving a final composite ivaluation result. One other
unlividual from outside the college produeed an excellent document on purpoaes and development of a
syllabus. This document was a direct reaction to the *paucity of material available in this bask area and the
college's need for resource material on this topic.

Communicational. The neWness of a comprehensive approach to faculty evaluation with its attendant sub-
parts automatically Underscored the need to conununieate often and effectively with faculty. This Was com-
pounded by the time required fur necessary administrative and teaching duties of the dean of academic
affairs, the eollege faculty evaluation committee, and, indeed, the total faculty; and by the faa that so
much of the system development involved exploration in new areas.

Communication, in general, has been effective. However, as one can recognize, the process of imple-
mentatiim brought forth new concerns and questions of procedure that required response, even to the point
of frequent repetition.

sa

Mary. Wasllington C011ege
Fredericksburg, Virginia

Alary Washington College is a state-supported, fouryear, liberal arts institution, enrolling 2,300 students
and employing a faculty of 135 members,

When the SREB Faculty Evaluation Project began in January, 1978, Mary Washington College was
already in the throes of developing an annual performance evaluation plan fur implementation in the spring
of 1978. In fact, the Instruction and Academic Affairs Committee (IAA) of the college, in response to a
mandate from the college's Board of Visitors, ,had presented a plan to the college's faculty which had met
with considerable resistance and had been returned to the committee for further cqnsideration. It was at
this nadir that we entered into the SREB project.

During the next eight months,;the IAA Conu-nittee (three of whose members along with the Deen of tile
College comprised the SREB tetifm) put into practice the lessons learned at the rust SREB wotkshop in
Atlanta. Faculty members were given an opportunity to express their tipinions and conceins at open
meetings dealing with the subjekt of evaluation and were asked to help establish the criteria for evaluation
through a. questionnaire. An SREB consultant visited the campus and provided immeasurable 2Ssistarta by
helping us develop the questionnaire, by giving advice on what was to becom- our student rating form, and
by alleviating faculty apprehehsion through his presentstion at one of the open faculty meetings.

The document which eMereed after this.period of activity was accepted by the college's faculty, its
/president, and its Board of/Visitors in the fall of 1978 without resistance or revision.

The Faculty Annual Performence Evaluation system consists of two parts; (I) a set of criteria upon
which a faculty member's performance is judged; and (2) a mechanism for gathering necessary information
and doing the evaluation. In part (I), a faculty member's activities are listed under three categories: instruc-
tion, service. and professional activity. Each category is subdivided into several factors that serve to define
the category. Finally, the specific performance criteria are listed under each factor'. In part (2), there are

Participants from Mary Washington College included team munbers Jonas Croushore, Dean of the College; Roy Gratz,
Assistant Professor of Chemistry; Bruce Madwen. Assotiate Proles= of Psychology; and Barbara Meyer, Auociate
Professor of Art...
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two primary s,lurces ot intoniution for the eveluition. Each individual conipletes an information sheet andself-evaluation in which he inovides Counce syllabi, lists of service and profeuional activities, etc. Theseeund tourer uf data, the student questionnaire, is designed to ineaaure the students' perceptions of class-loom A,7tisity and laculty/student,relatiuns. The actual evaluation is done by department chairmen using astandard l.nin ott whieh brief statements are written iibout the faculty member's performance under eachof thr major critesia.

The rationale for this approaeh to evaluation takes into comdderation the fact that Maly WashingtonCullege is a small, hberal arts sehool where teaching is emphasized and the fact that its faculty is somewhatsuspicious ut eampletely numerical systems of evaluation. For example, it was with some reluctance that
the quantitative studint rating form was accepted; acceptance was facilitated by the inclusiun of space forwritten comments by the students. The student questionnaires and the self-evaluation were made the major.sources ot evidence in our system because we felt that these could provide the most useful information.

'Peer evaluation was de-emphaaieed because we did not with to recommend the necessarily elaboratemechanism fur observation which would be required tin peers to make valid judgments on teaching effec-,tiveness. The final evaluations by department chairmen are Wien in narrative form because we felt that thefaculty would not have supported numerical ratings.
The process of developing a faculty evaluation procedure at Mary Washington College can be dividedinto three phases: the pre-SREU project period in the full of 1977, during which the IAA Committee

produced its ilist proposal; the initial eight months of the project, during which the activities mentionedearlier were cairied out and the revised procedure was prepared and accepted; and the post-acceptance
period, dunrig whieli we have become more interested in facuhy develupment.ke critical event in the firstphase was A 14.:ult), meeting.at which strong resistance to evaluetion was qtf&nintered. There were manycritieal events in the second phase: the Atlanta workshop and the initial consultant's visit were probably themost iinportant. No ont: or two events in the third phase have seen as critical as those of the first twophases; the workshops and a visit to the canipus by another consultant were quite helpful, but much lessdecisive than the eatlier events.

In the IAA Committee's first report, it was stated that "anrual performance evaluations should have
a dual purpose: t 1 to improve the quality of instruction by assisting in the self-development of each
faculty member; and (2) to aid the administration in making (personnel decisionsY." Thus, c,rom the
heginnmg, performance evaluation has been linked with faculty development. However, concerns over how
to define performance criteria. where and how to collect data, and how to weigh and interpret the data
after it luis been eollected took precedence over development in the preparation of the revised procedure
Itli evaluatiori. In illorO recent months, our attention has returned to development spurred on by the second
eonsultant and the SREB workshop.

in summary, Mary Washington College's particination in the SREB project has enabled, us to produce a
much better procedure for annual performanc:e evaluations than we would have been likely to do on our
own, and it has encouraged (other thought about faculty development. We are grateful for SREB's
encouragement and support and fur the opportunity to individually and collectively participate in this
project .

Mississippi College .

Clinton, Mississippi
A four-year liberal arts college which also offers advanced programs in selectfd fields. including law.

Mississippi College is operated by the Mississippi Baptist Convention. The tota) faculty numbers 160-
members. and the college entails approximately 3.000 students.

'

When the president -of Mississippi College appointed a four-member team to participate as a steering
comnuttee with the SREB projeet,,, the evaluation procedures for faculty at Mississippi College were not
well understood by many faculty members nor did they lend themselves to active faculty pauicipatior in.

Team members from Mississippi College were Bettye Coward, Assistant Professor of Home Economies; Wendell Deer,
Chairmo, Depatment of Mathematics; Charles Davis. Assistant Professor of Religion; arsd W. 13. Thompson, Mill, School
of Lilikodion.
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the evaluation process. The purpose of the steering committee was to develop a framework for faculty
evaluation which would be acceptable to a majority of the faculty.

After the steering committee (project team) attended the first SUB workshop and had establiahed some
broad kfosis for a system of evaluation, an advisory committee was elected to serve with the steering com-
mittee' tuarkaximize faculty in ut in the actual development oi a comprehensive, broad system ot evalua-
lion. Through review ofl ennui , information obtained from SREB workshops, the use of consultants, and
the interaction of calm Mee members at committee meetings, the direction for a formalized system of
evaluation centered u improving student learning, with initial attempts being directed toward faculty
development. As the system is used for development of faculty, plans will be made for utilizing appropriate
data fur evaluation purposes. This approaeh is less threatening to faculty and provides a positive bssu for
initiating a new system.

Both the steering and advisory )com4ittees have continued to function throughoet the period of.the
SREB pruject, working consistently upon the developinent of a proposed system of development and
evaluation to present to she Mississippi College faculty. In the fall of 1978, a campus-wide faculty
workshop was planned to provide an oaerview of the components of a comprehensive system of faculty
development aid evaluation'. A keynote address by the workshop consultant provided a receptive atmos-
phere for discussing she development of a comprehensive system at Mississippi College. A faculty-produced
videotape highlighted the components of a system of development and evaluation and had the added
benefit of involving many faculty in a cooperativeventuie in whieh the various components were analyzed
and presented. Sessions were planned for faculty -.responses to faculty evaluation, and comments were
recorded for use by committees in further developmentof a system.

A series of newsletters containing pertinent development and evaluation infonnation was prepared and
sent to faculty following the workshop. A faculty forum on development and evaluation was conducted
by the steering committee later in the semester.

During the break between fall and spring semesters, the committees finalized a formal document which
housed the proposed system of development and evaluation .1 the college. It was studied further in com-
mittee and submitted to administrative officials for their critique. After some revisions were made, the
proposal was submitted to faculty 'members by their representative on the advisory committee and wa.5,
discussed by the individual schools. It walithen brought before the entire faculty for discuasion and clarifi-
cation. Following a week of thought, the faculty met again to formally adopt or reject the proposed plan.
A portion of the new plan, which received strong faculty endorsement, follows. Inthis program, the term
development is used when referring to evaluation for improving and developing faculty potential; the term
evaluation is used whcn referring to evaluation far personnel decisions.

Goals of the System
The goals of a comprehensive system of faculty development and evaluation at Mississippi

College have been established and are identified below:

I. To identify fapity role ,JesponAbilities in accordance 'with each faculty
member's particular- strengths, weakriessei, and interests in relation to
defined institutional roles.

2. To provide incentive for raising faculty performance levels. ,

3. To provide an equitable method of assessing individual faculty perfor-
mance within the various schools for making personnel decisions.

4. To develop a program which can be analyzed and changed as needs arise.
5 To provide a (acuity evaluation system which wW function as a part of a

comprehensive evaluation program involving administration 'and support.,
services of the institution.

Criteria and Data Sources
A comprehensive lystem of development and evaluation will include Ipecific, identifiable

criteria, attainment of which ciin be evidenced in some way. The steering and advisory
committees have esteblished a brief summary statement to clarify each criterion, along with
suggested &or sources for each.



In order to establish the relative importance of ea4h criterion as a part of faculty func-
tioning at Mississippi College, the faculty at large 'was asked to establish minimum points
which faculty should assign to each criterion. Based ori a possible IO0 points, 30 points were
designated as floating ones to be assigned to any one or more of tlre criteria which a faculty
memher and his immediate supervisor negotiated as being an important part of that faculty
member's lrevonsibilities. This aspect of the development and evaluation system will make it
possible to individualize the plan for each faculty member, thereby recognizing unique roles
fulraled by each. -

Summarized on Table 2 are die criteria, a brief description of the activities within each,
minimum number of points faculty have designated for each, and suggested data sources.

Procedures
I. The faculty member and his immediate supeivisor (department chairman

or dean) will confer to establish the faculty member's responsibilities for
the Year. This procedure will inVolve establishing points to criteria as may
be appropriate for each individual faculty member. Data sources for each

1criterion 'should be agreed upon at this point. In the event of unresolved
conflict regarding faculty responsibilities, the next immediate supervisor
will be brought into the negotiation process.

2. Data will be ollected from appropriatp data sources for each criterion via
instruments designed for each source.

3. Results from the instruments will be returned to the individual faculty
member for study and summarizing.

4. The faculty member will use the inforination he receives from the data
sources about his performance to:

A)Consult again with his immediate supervisor (department chairman or
dean) to make plans for improvement and development. This dimension
of the system will constitute the purpose of the system initially: to
use data for develojiment of faculty.

B) Present a written summary or critique of his performance to be passed
along to appropriate administrative officials for making personnel deci-

-, sions about the faculty member. This dimension of the system consti-
tutes the evaluative purpose, details 'of which will be worked out after
the system has functioned for the development purpose.

Eventually, the comprehensive system should operate to fulfill the two
basic purposes of development and evaluation.

Trial implementation of the propoted plan will begin in the I979-80 academic year. A new committee
has been elected by the faculty, representing each school or area of the college. Two members of the
steering committee will serve on the new committee as long as neoded to provide continuity, /LS work
toward implementation of the plan is begun.



TABLE 2.
Criteria and Suggested Data Sources for a

Comprehinsive System of Faculty Development and Evaluation
at Mississippi College

Crania

lesorsine

Driaf Dareiretioa of
Activities

Minimum
testaber Segissent Dew Sosacree

Praigits

Activities directed towsid student leasable SS
which include elssuuons and experiential
instruction.

e oassomae Wort Wolk on general and special committen at
M(i/or school or divon to which faculty mem.
ber is assisned; work includes suendance at
meetings, contributions to committee woxii.
and eflOns to expedite work of committee.

Prat eniuglai Those activities directly related. to the contrl.
Activities button a faculty mernber makes to Ins ptofes..

. non, Activitks would include membership in
protessiottal association(s); leadership/partici-
pinion in ei,sociation(s); presentation of papers
(other than research) at meetings; recitals: art
exhibitte and coordinator/consultant activities
In canying out prolnutonal association gusts..

Publac Sensor Serviee performed without charge. promoting
plogram. activities of federal, state, ot local
itovernments; or program activities or services
pf non-profit organizations or designed to serve
bre general public.

etc.-miters Activities related' to attracting and mainuining
students at MC includinp personal attention and
interaction with students enrolled on campus;
personal attention to visiting students; follow.
up contact with prospective students; attending
alumni Meting; and helping to sponsor work.
shops, tournaments. etc. iksigned. to bring
potential students to the campus.

Research Investigation or experimentation which results
in either the discovery of new facts and their
correct interpretation, or the revision of
accepted conclusions in light of newly discov.
ered facts, or the practical application of such
new or revised conclusions. Specifie activities
include ,publications. presentation of reseatch
at professional meetipgs, grants, speaking or
consulting invitations, bt unpublished research.

student eoaascuna Activities include assisting the students in
maul Ashisins career choices and selectins COuries that will be

most beneficial to them in their vocation as
well as their avocation, analyzins their needs
and determining that they are following the
prescribed course of study. advisine with stu.
dents on their personal problems and helping
them derive the greatest benefit from their
college careers.

iv:awe Activities directed toward impiovins one's skills
tmeromnent AN a teacher including inereeied kriowledse in
ALtivitics one's own teaching respoonbility. general

understanding of the prooess of higher educa-
tion, and methods appropriate to teaching
responsibilities. Such activities include sabbati-
cal studies. seminars, special courses, work-
shops, preparation uf syllabi. wosk on currivu.
Will. evaluative activities, special projects,
surveys, etc.

I hraurss To be assigned to any one or more of the above 30
restaLs catesories as determined by a faculty member

sad his immediate supervisor.
TOTAL POINTS 100

Student rating; Riper-
vibor satins; self ratans;
peer rating.

Supervisor rating; com-
mittee chairman rating;
self listing of clammit.
tee activities; oilier
committee members'

" rating.

Membership card; facul-
ty member's name on
program; selflistins. of
activities; supervisor
rating.
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Self import of activities;
supervisor rating.

Self report activi4rs/
time spent; supervuor
rating; Director of Ad.
missions satine.

Self evaluation ade-
quately documented;
testimony of outside
readers; citation of re-
search in other works:
peer review; supervisor
rating.

Student iipon; self re-
port of time spent and
activities performed;
supervisor rating; rating
of Coordinator of
Freshman Advising.'
when approprizte.

Persona/ records' of
faculty members; school
or department records;
student and peer rating;
supervisor rating.



Universitir otArkansas at Pine Bluff
One of five campuses of the University System, the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff RIAPR9)--su

ports a fiktime faculty of 166 and enrwils some 3,200 students.

For a number of years prior to UAPB's involvement in the SREB Faculty Evaluation Project, faculty
evaluation was often inconsistently implemented. The instruments and the utilization of their results
differed among the academic units within the university. In response to a need for improving faculty
evaluation at UAPB, an ad hoc committee on evaluation was appointed by the chancellor of the university
in November 1976. Specifically, the committee's task was to study and make recommendations that would
lead to the development of a more adequate and defensible evaluation program at UAPB.

During the time the ad hoc committee operated, it reviewed the evaluation program at UAPB and pro-
grams at similar institutions, developed a philosophical position relative to evaluation at UAPB, designed
evaluation tools, made preliminary presentations to the faculty, and solicited campus-wide input into the
development of the evaluation instruments. Although much progress was made during this stage of develop-
ment, our efforts were directed primarily toward the development of objective instnunents for evaluation.

Aas, UAPB became a part of the SREli evaluation project early in 1978, the need for a structured system-
atic approach to faculty evaluation became apparent. Through our participation in the SREB project "A
Model of a Program for Faculty/Chairperson Evaluation at UAPB" has been developed. This model repre-
sents a systematic program fors faculty/chairperson evaluation based upon the mission of the university as
well as the varied responsibilities of faculty and chaiVersons at UAPB. Currently the evaluation committee
is seeking faculty arid chairperson input into thelisodel in preparation for the implementation of a pilot
program during the 1979-80 academic year.

Pursuant to systemwide policy stating that all pay increases for the University of Arkansas System would
be based on the merit principle and a philosophical position that professional growth and development
should be the major thrust of faculty/chairperson evaluation, the program for evaluation at UAPB was
structured around a task analysis model which characterizes faculty and chairperson activity in eight major
areas.

The eight defined areas of faculty activity are instruction, research, professional growth and develop-
ment, university service, studeA advising, administration and management, department service, and Publica-
tions. The eight defined areas of chairperson activity are instruction, scholarly activity, professional growth
and development, university service, student advising, departmental management, administrative methods
and procedures, and departmental image. The defined areas of faculty/chairperson activity ire consistent
with the mission of U APB and expected components of professional performance at UAPB.

A weighting scheme for the defined areas of activity was developed to allow far variances in job responsi-
bilities as well as individual talents and potentials. Although the system is flexible in allowing individual
selection of areas of activity, certain areas of evaluation are required for all faculty and all chairpersons.
The required areas for faculty are professional growth and development, instruction, university service, and
department service: the required areas for chairpersons are professional growth and development, university
service, departmental management, administrative methods and procedures, and departmental image.

Associated with each activity are suggested sources of information, a weighting scheme, and criteria for
evaluation. This model assumes that before faculty performance can be intelligently discussed and improve-
ments made, agreement must be reached concerning the activities upon which a performance is to be
evaluated, the relative importance of the activities, .the criteria under which performance in an activity is
to be evaluated, and the individuals'who can give relevant information regarding the skills and involvement
of the persori being evaluated. Basic to the model developed at UAPB is a summary evaluation sheet
designed to allow faculty and chairpersons, along with their supervisors, input into the areas in which
faculty will be evaluated.

The University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff team was made up of memben from a larger ad hoe committee. Members included
Leon Hardy, Auociate Professor of Mathematics and Physior, Bobbie Irvine, Director, Human Development and Educa-
tional Services; Jacquelyn %Cray, Assistant Profossor of Home Esxmomics; and S. .1. Parker, Dean of Agriculture and
Technology.
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The individuals being evalated and their supetvisors agree upon responsibilities and/or work assignments
and the associated criteria for evaluation. Evaluation then should be consistent with these mutual agree-
ments. Sucia a procedure directs attention to performance in the actuat areas of faculty/chairperson
activity, with particular sununary information used to identify MIS needing improvement. At this point
supervisors and the person being evaluated decide upon appropriate activities which can strengthen areas
of identified weakness.

When complete information is forthcOming relative to this model, and the weighting and rating sheets
are properly used, each, faculty member and chairperson will have associated with him/her a "measure of
effectiveness score. This score will reflect some subjective input, but it should suggest the overall effective-
ness of the faculty member or chairperson being evaluated. While the model does not entirely eliminate
subjectivitY and speeifically leaves the responsibility for evaluation with the supervisor of the person being !
evaluated, these- limitations could not be avoided under the administrative structure of our institution. I
However, these problems were somewhat neutralized by one aspect of the model: The program provides for
discussion aid review between evaluator and the person being evaluated.

Although the committee expects to implement the model on a pilot basis during th'e next academic year,(
this is considerably later than was originally anticipated. The committee encountered several problems that
made its task more challenging. First, the committee decided to include chairperson evaluation in the evalu,
ation model. Second, no release time was panted to team members for work on faculty evaluation. Third;
the team functioned as an ad hoc committee without administrative authority. Finally, the team encoun-
tered strong preconceived bias and misconceptions regarding the model.

The responsibility for implementing the faculty/chairperson evaluation program at UAPB will reside in
the office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. During the implementation of the pilot program/it
is anticipated that two persons from the evaluation committee will be given the responsibility for imple-
menting and monitoring the pilot program and for handling general program review. \\,

Virginia Conunonwealth University
Richmond, Virginia

Virginia Commonwealth Univenity is a statesupported, comprehensive university, with an academic
campus anti a medical campus (Medical College of VOginiq). The academic =opus, which participated in
the protect, enrolls over 15,000 students and involves 665 faculty in its instnrctional programs.

The participation of Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) in the SREB project on evaluatin has
been unique. In the summer of 1976, the vice president for acadernitsiffairs appointed a task force to study
the problems of evaluation at VCU. A chairman was appointed and a grant from the lAlly FoundatisM eras
secured to support the work. With the grant moneY, a staff person was hired; the rest of the task force was
made up of adniinistrators and faculty representing alkof the schools on the academic campus. In the fall of
1977, three members of the task force the staff Person, the dean of the school of education, and an
associate professor of English formed a team and ,submitted a proposal for paiticipation in the SREB
project. The idea was that these three members of the VCU task force would use the SREB experience as
an opportunity to investigate areas the task force would not have time to take up, to listen to the concerns
of other colleges to determine what they had that would help VCU, and finally to share with atiers the
results of VCirs work. Once accepted into the SREB project, the three persons worked as both team in
the regional project and as members of the VCU task force.

No attempt was made to separate those roles, except when attending SREB meetings. In f t, team
members rarely identified themselves outside of the task force as members of a special unit. Eah of the,
three took on special jobs that fit within their combined roles as members of bcith team and task 4rce. The
staff representative became the point man for the technology of evaluation at the university. It as his gib
to research proposals for change, design the new student instrument, and conduct experimentaton on the

Project team members from Virginia Commonwealth University were Robert Armour, Associate Professor lof
James Potter, Center for Improvement of' Teaching Effectiveness; and Charles Rack Doan of Eduaddrm.
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proposals. The dean of the School of Education took on as his tasks two essential jobs: first, he became the
person responsible for discussing with the other deans the ideas that filtered out of the task force, and
second. he tried to bring his own school to the point of accepting some of the new ideas. The associate
professor of English became the chief spokesman for the new ideas in the School of Arts and Sziences
perhaps the most difficult of all the schools to deal with because it is the largest and because many of its
faculty have little understanding and considerable distrust of evaluative matters. The members of theSREB
team rarely met as a team while on campus, but did talk rather often with each other and supported each
other's efforts to get ideas discussed and adopted. For example, when the dean scheduled a major discus-
sion of the new student rating instrument with the faculty of the School of Education, he asked the other
two members of the team to address the meeting briefly and field questions (and cannon fliF) from the
faculty.

When the task force began its work, its general goals were to create a better climate for evaluation at
VCU, to develop an overall plan for evaluating faculty, and, if necessary, to develop a new student rating
instrument. Within this construct, the SREB team had three specific goals it believed would reinforce the
task force's efforts:

I. To determine whether there is a connection between evaluation and the development of teaching.
Work mg on the assumption that faculty go along with evaluation in part because they believe that it nuiy
help them twome better teachers, an effort Was made to determine the extent to which this was true at
VCU. It was discovered that thl major connection between evaluation and development is reflected in the
work of the Center for Improvement of Teaching Effectiveness (CITE), where faculty can, if they choose,
talc., their printouts for interpretation and prescription. There are some chairmen who are especially adept

1 at helping faculty read the printouts. Aside from these efforts, however, the connection between evaluation
and development seems not to have been fully explored. In the final analysis, the new student rating form
does not pretend to do anything but provide summative data. While this is honest, there is still a reason to
feel that some concerted efforts on the part of the university might be productive.

2. To determine whether it is possibk to measure student learning as a measure of teaching effective-
ness. Teachers for years have said that the tole measure of good teaching is the extent of student learning;
but in studying the literature and through discussions and research, no sensible means of accomplishing
this measurement were discovered. One local experiment, however, is still in progress.

3. To determine whether there are specific areas of teaching that cannot be evaluated in the same ivay
as most courses. In other words, to determine if the campus-wide instruments fit all coiases. It has been
determined that some courses and some teaching styles do need different forms. Freshman composition, of
the sort taught in all introductory English piogranis, for example, calls for different measures. It might be
noted here that research has established that the evaluation of the teaching of art calls for a set of assiimp-
tions entirely different from those basic to the evaluation of most academic subjects. The attitude of the
'team now is that once the campus-wide form is in place, specific areas should be encouraged to develop
variations of it'or new instruments that will more accurately measure special teaching situations. Continuing
education, workshops, studio, practicum, and composition courses might be affected.

At this point, the work of the task force is beginning to have results: there has been general agreement
across the campus on the goals of evaldation, each school has a committee to deal with evaluation, four of
six seliools have adopted the new student instrument, and a comprehensive plan for evaluation is ndw being
discussed in the schools.

The comprehensive plan that has been developed sets out.the rationale behind the thinking of the task
force, but it is possibly profitable to list some of the assumptions that underlie the work of the task force
up to this point:

I . That evaluation of teaching is a complex chore, too.difficult and too important to be left
to any one person or any one method. Therefore, evaluation at VCU must not rely onlY
on the student rating of faculty or only on the subjective perspectives of the chairmen.
A combination of methods must be used.

1. That a campus-wide form would pe most useful for decision makers.

3. That the auconomy of the schools to decide on the methods and forms that best suit
them must 14 preserved. To accommodate both 2 and 3, the task force decided tocreate
a method and an instrument that could be used campus-wide and then to ask each dean
and each school to decide what will be used in each school.
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4, That students are not abk to discriminate well when evaluating teaching and, therefore,
should.not be asked to make rine distinetions among faculty. A simple form with a few
good questions would be better thau.a complicated foam

5. That both teachers and students like open-euded questions.

6. That whatever the student instrument used, it should be tested for reliability and validity;
thr fonn should evolve from research.

7. That nu form should b'ecome permanent form; whatever is 'adopted should undergo
continual review.

8. That student rails of teaching is not easily reduced to statistics, therefore, the data on
the printout should not suggest a simplistic reading.

It probably should be pointed out that the process of creating an evaluative system for VCU has.been
evolutionary. Few of these assumptions were articulated early in the process; most of them evolved as the
members of the task force learned more about evaluation and about the processes for bringing change to
an institution of higher education.

The critical steps in arriving at tlie point at which VCU finds itself in mid-March, 1979, can be listed:

1. In early meetings of the task force, it was quickly learned that putting together a new-
system would be difficult. Let it be recorded that, at that time, several members of the,
task force thought that the entire process would consist of simply creating a better
student. "evaluation" tool and going home. They quickly came to believe in the mole
complex structure that was beginning to evolve.

2. A survey of the faculty, students, and administration reyealed that the most serious
problems were with the old student rating instrument.

3. Research by a task force staff person-vas necessary in various aspects of the process. This
material was often distributed in a white paper or during lengthy meetings,

4. The formation of the SREB team to operate as part of the task force probably did more
for the three members of the team than for the group tis a whole since it gave 'them a
chance to hone their owrk skills

5. The visit to the campus of a consultant, under the auspices of SREB, stimulateu much
discussion and added to\the conviction that the VCU program was well planned. The con-
sultant was most, useful in helping the English department identify some problemi with
the evaluation of Ire,' -nan composition.

6. Experimentation, during the spring of 1978, with questions that might became part of
a new student instrument was valuable. Many different questions and formats were tried,
and countless student and faculty were interviewed to try to determine their reactions to
the innovations. By the fall of 1978, a new form had been settled on and was used in
two schools Social Work and Arts and Sciences, By the spring of 1979, additional
schools had adopted the new instrument. The promise has been made by the task force
that experimentation with this form will continue and that suggestions for change will be
tested. If they test out to be better than what is being used, they will be adopted. Perhaps
this would be a good time to point out that presently there is no indication that there
will be a successor to the task force which would carry out this promise.

7. The comprehensive plan was created. This plan is an attempt to put the student instru-
ment in the perspective of the total evaluation system. No one component of the plan is
dominant, and all parts of it come together to present a composite picture of the teacher,
the researcher, and the member of the community. This plan is iotended to be a guide to
discussion and: at this time, it has the gerieral endorseMent of the vice president and
deans and is being discussed by the faculty in the various schools. .

-Finally; the SREB team offers to the task force and to the vice president several questions for moi)e
patrol discussion. These are concerns that have been of interest in discussions at the SRE13 meetings and

4.,
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which iemain to be resolved by the university. It is hoped that some rnechelks will be established so that
these Alkli43, will bc discussed on campus. The questions:

I . How does the university institutionalize top-down strategy?

2. How much time should faculty and administrators devote to evaluation?

3. How does one overcome the negative isipacts of evaluation on teaching?

4, Would it be valuable, efficient, or essential to try to develop student insuuments for
special areas of teaching? The team suggests that it would be, and that those areas be
encouraged to try.

5. Can the relationship betweeffevaluation and development be Unproved?

6, Can training be offered to those who must use and make evaluations? The team suggests
that this can and should be done.

7, 'Has the task been"finished? Is there a need for an ongoing conunittee or group? If the
answer to any of the questions 1-6 is not clear, then it seems that the answer to 7 is that
there is a need to continue.

In retrospect, the model of the SREB team working as a component of the task force seems to be a
successful one. This project-within-a-project has given the three members opportunities for personal
development and thought that would not have been possible under the ordinary committee atmosphere and
conditions.

It has been the task force that has been the agent of change in evaluation on this campus, but the SREB
project made it possible for the team members to become more useful participants in the work of the task
force. The results of the task force's wink, as outlined in this report, would have been achieved without the
connection with SREB, but it is clear that the team members made a more thoughtful contribution to those
results becria4e of the opportunities for reflection and study outside the highly pressurized situation on
campus. It is also clear that the team memliers' individual work in their special areas has been enhanced by
the SAES experience. The project-within-a-project has helped to energize the task force, even though its
presence was not always highly visible. The School of Education has already adopted this as a model for
instituting change, and the team reconunends that both SREB and the university recognize the.usefulness
of the model in other contexis.

baa 04.444.44 . ask,.
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Part

Report of the Project
Evaluation
By Jon F. Weigh', Albert B. Smith, and George E. Rolle

This section is a SUMIllative evaluation of the SREB Faculty Evaluation hoject, as prepared by the pro-
ject's three-member evaluation team. It is presented in three pans: 1) a brief description of the overall
design and data collection procedures; 2) a summary of the evaluation findings; and 3) conclusions reached
about the success of faculty Magian strategies in general, and project impacts in particular.

Evaluation Design
Early in the project (August. 1977), the evaluation team completed a comprehensive clesign for forma-

tive and summative evaluation of the project. As a result of lengthy team deliberations and extensive
discussion with SREB staff, a list of ten major criterion areas emerged, Taken together, these evaluation
questions provided a focus for the project assessment reported here. The criterion areas are couched in
terms of the following questions.

.

I . Has progress been made toward an hnproved faculty evaluation system? What have been
thc chief positive and negative influences?

2. To what extent have project goals been achieved? How have expectations changed?
What have been the major surprises?

3. Who has been involved in the project? What has been the nature of their involvement?
4. How useful is thc "team approach" in this kind of endeavor? How are team members

viewed on campus? 4
5 . How has SREB helped or hindered progress? Where would the institution be without

participation in the project?

6. Are there any project "spinoffs" on campus (e.g., f culty development activities, eon-
tacts with other schools, increased campus visibility)? .

7, What is the campus "mood" with regard to faculty valuation? By what factions are
these feelings held? What accounts for them?

8. What is the likelihood of permanent changes in faculty evaluation procedures? What has
to happen to insure such changes?

9. What has been learned about faculty evaluation? Its relationship to faculty develop-
ment? To student learning?

10. Have FIPSE's and SREB's investments been worthwhile overall?

To answer these questions, the evaluators monitored and assessed every activity including ccinferenCes,
workthops, and consultations - either through direct -observation or structured participant feedback, or
both. Further. the evaluators kept abreLst, of the progress of every instiiution through review of portfolios

-maiiitained.tiff each-school. -interviews-with -telon-leadefsTSREB-staff reports; and-aetual-site-visits to 15 of
the 30 institutions.
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Findings
Evaluation findings are reported here in five areas: a) progress and goal achievement.b) prospects for

permanent impact of new or revised faculty evaluation procedures on carnput; c) major faetors responsible
for progress (or lack thereof); d) the role and influence of SRE13; and ;) lessons learned by the 30 colleges
as a function of project participation. These five areas represent a distillation of the ten miijor criterion
categories.

Progress and Goal Achievement
-

The 30 participating institutions developed a wide viiiety of goals, dependent in large measure upon the
status of their own faeulty evaluation program at the beginning of the project. In general, institutional
goals for faculty evaluation fell into three categories. Fifteen institutions had the ambitious goal of develop-
ing a new comprehensive faculty evaluation system from scratch. Nine others, who had already adopted
systematic procedures some form, planned to modify or:line tune" their current systern: Finally; six
colleges aimed to review and assess.the status quo, increase communication about faculty evaluation within
the campus community, and develop more consistent policies and procedures. Of the 15 institutions
attempting to develop comprehensive systems, progress has been variable. Five have accomplished their
goals in full, i.e., a new system has been developed, field-tested, approved; and readied for full implementa-
tion. Fonr have developed a new system that is currently being pilot-tested; four have developed parts of
a system (such as a new student rating form); and two have not progressed far beyond preliminary data
collection, such as faculty surveys and interviews.

Of the nine institutions aiming to "fine tune" their current procedures, significant progress has been
made in all but one, although along somewhat different lines. In several of these schools the main focus of
attention has been the development of a revised stude,nt rating form; others have concentrated on tying
their system more closely to faculty development; still olliers have used the time to study and pilot-test
their procedures ,and gain greater faculty acceptance/tor the system. The one school in this group demon.
strating a notable lack of progress has suffered from poor communication between faculty and the adminis-
tration, resulting in suspicion about how the results are to be used.

In the six institutions focusing on review of policy, variable progress has been made. These tended to be
the larger schools; only one is a community college, one is a master's-level institution, and all the rest arc
universities. Thus, the development of more ,consistent policies and adoption of more standardizedcampus-
wide instruments is a more ambitious task than may appear at first. One of the universities conducted an
exhaustive survey of faculty and administrators- resulting in major policy changes; at another, a proposed
plan for evaluation is currently being considered by the faculty and a new student rating instrument has
been adopted by live of iti six schools; at another institution; a new promotion add tenure statement has
been proposed; and two schools (including the junior college) have developed new student rating forms.
At the sixth insthution, the project team has played a very low-key role by consulting with individual
departments. with little observable impart.

In summary, then, with a few exceptions, thr instituiional teams have made significant progress toward
accomplishing their original goals.

Prospects for Permanent Impact
Despite this impressive record of progress, a tougher question must be (aised How likely is it that the

project teams' activities will result in pemsanent chair:04n faculty evaluation procedures? The evaluation
team analyzed each of the 30 institutions, searched for evidence of permanence, and sorted them into three
categories according to their prospects for permanent impact. The categories were defined as follows. High
probability institutions were those in which new policies and procedures had been developed, pilot.tested,
and implemented with the full (or nearly full) support of both faculty and key administrators,. Medium
probability institutions displayed sigelcant prowess !o the pilot-test stage, and were able to provide evi-
dence of administrative follow-through and contin ork by the team. Low probability institutions
either: a) were not able to put specific proposals loge er by the spring of 1979, or b) faced significant
administrative or political barriers decreasing the like of successful implementation.
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'Ac9ording to these cnteria, 10 institutions fell into the "high" group, IS into the "medium" group, and
fisc into the low" group. Tables 3 and 4 show the relatiOnship between probability of permanent impact
and original team goals, as well as with type of institution.

TABLE 3.
Prospects for Permanence by Category of Team Goals

Prospects for Permanauce
Team Goals High Illediuni Low Total
Develop pew system 7 5 3 15
"Fine tune" current-system. 3 -.3

.....
5 1 9

Develop txnuistept policies 0 5 1- 6
10Total 15 5130

TABLE 4:
Prospects for Permanence 11,ty Institutional Type

institution type
Two-Year
liacealau tea te

Master's
Doctoral

. Total

Iiiih
5

2
3
0

/
Prospects for Permanence

Medium

3
4
3
5

Low

1

= 0
4
0

Total

9
6

10
5:1

10 15 5 30

Major Factors Responsille for Progress
While sifting through the evidence of progress from the 10 institutions, the evaluation tear.; looked for

common themes that seemed to discriminate the most successful froni the least successful projects. When
finding a characteristic common to the "high probability" institutions, for example, "medium" or "low"
institutions were examined for the lack of that characteristic. Seveiksuch factors emerged from the analysis.
Together they go a long way toward defining the elements necessary to insure successful development and
implementation of faculty evaluation procedures, at least in these 30 colleges. The .seven characteristics
are listea and defined below, in roughly descending order of importance.

1. Active support and involvement of top-level administrators. The influence of this factor is re-
markably pervasive and, in fact, far outdistances all others in importance. Project institutions at
winch the president or academic vice president early yoked their supPort, strongly comoeunicated

sense of need for change. and actively participated in the development of the new system were,
ithout exception, the Institutions in the "high probability" group. Likewise, instnutions charac-

te ed by a seemingly apathetic administration fell into the "low probability" group, again without
exceN4jn. So pronounced was the apparent infltience of this factor that even the anwunt of
administratiVe support correlated almost perfectly with the degree of project success. Such support
took many forms, ranging from strong presidential directives backed up by Board of Trusteeresolu-
non", to the presence of "line" administrators as active and working members of the team. At one
college, for example, the president took every opportunity at college-wide faculty meetings to
indicate his full support of a new faculty evaluation system. At another institution, the academic
dean worked behind the scenes obtaining three years of grant support so t.hat his adniinistrative
staff and faculty could fully explore new procedures. The devastating consequences produced by
the lack of top administrative involvement are exemplified by examining one of the "low proba-
bility" sehools. Here, team members conscientiously carried out their plan with remarkable entlitai-
asm: they drew upon SREB resources, enlisted the aid of consultants, and kept the college faculty
well informed of, and involved in, their activities. Their project has suffered, however, from only
half-heaned administrative support, and thus the team has faced an almost insurmountable barrier.
The importance of both strong and visible administrative support cannot be overstreued.



2. Faculty involvement throughout the project. This was another chanictelistic of all the "Ingh
probability" institutions; at each, the warn was expanded. at icaNt temporarily, to include wider
reproenlation of the faculty; openineetings or workshop were held periodically to keep fatality
informed. and tam lumbers themselves undertook a major responsibility to keep their own tun-
stituents up to ate. Filially, in all the "high probability".achools, fet*ack tiom faeulty members
was solicited an responded to, both on a formid and informal baais._ 1Vhile faculty involvement isvr no guarantee of suceesa, it clearly appears to be a necessary condition, Indeed, several institutions,
even some with solid-looking plans, were ineluded in the "medium probabilitr group by the evalu.
ators priinailly beciause the level of faculty involvement had been,insutTicieht to generate confidence
that such plans would last.

3. Faculty trust in administration. This factor is suggested by a combination of factors-one and two.
Changes to faculty evaluation proeedures were much more likely to be positively received by
faculty when the administration was viewed au responsive to their interests. Such an attitude was I
enhanced when administrators took an active listening role, and faculty input was incorporated into
evolving plans.

4.. Faculty dissatisfaction with stews qua. This factor, and the one following, may not be critical
to project success on eampus; but they certainly give institutions having such characteristics a useful
push 'forward. Faeulty dissatiafaction with previous evaluation procedures due primarily to per-
eeived invalidity or unfairness helped ward off apathy and the usual organizational resistance to
change. Thi.s factor proved most important in those Institutions attempting to "fine-tune" an intact
systm in contrast, the lark of this characteristic was often a barrier in thow colleges attempting
to develop something new.

S. Historical acceptance of faculty evaluation. One reason, perhaps. that the cbmmunity colleges
generalhs had an easier timeestablishing eomprehensive evaluation procedures was that they usually
did not have to deal with the "Why evaluate?" question. Expectations of future evaluation are
clearly understood at the time of a faculty member's appointment. In a similar vein, community
colleges, tending to he new institutions, have not built up rigid academie and faculty traditions to
the extent of other institutions. An atmosphere of openness and trust in organizational change is
thus easier to cultivate.

6. Pines= of an institutional statement covering the philosophy and mei of evaluation. Many of
the protects having serious problenn were not operating under a clear sense of purpose for an
evaluation system. At other places, the formulation of such a policy statement appeared to be an
event critical to' significant progress. At one institution, for example, clear progre,s was possible
only when procedures for evaluation for improvement purposes (formative) wege sharply separated
from procedures covering promotion and tenutl (summative). At another, the implementation ofa
proposird new formative system was delayed by pressures to use the system for summative purposes.

q. Degree of centtalized institutional decision making. This point is self-explanatory. Consistent
policies and prtleedures were considerably harder to develop in colleggs characterized by decentral-
lied decision-making authority (i.e., a cimcentration of power at the dean and department chairman
levels).

For the purpose of this project, the above may be considered to be a list of "readiness factors." Ofilleges
fortunate enough to have most or all of these factors stood to gain the most&om SREB project involve.
mem. and were able to use project resources to their best advantage.

Role of SREB
There is little doubt that SREB pleyed a pivotal role in facilitating aceOmplishment of institutional oh.

jeetwes. The vast majority of individual project teams pointed to SREB as a helpful and critical agent.
In a sense, the most important SHED role was also least substantive. That is, the mere fact of partici.

patio in a multoinstitution project of this sort seemed to "spotlight" the importance of faculty evaluation



on campus. publicise it as an issue. and elevate it to a top-priority status. The exigence of a two-year
pruject punctuated by periodic eonferenees helped provide a structure, with goals, activities, and mile-
stones. Resultant deadlines helped keep project teams on track. Perhaps must important. project participa-
tion allowed institetions to take the time to develop a rational structure for development and implementa-
tion; in several cases, in tiet, participation foregalled hasty responses to external pressure from Boards of
Trustees ur system.administrations.

SREU impaet walk nut entirely symbolic. however. Two important components of the projeet confer.ences and eampus consultants each had substantial effects. The priinary value of the three project
woikshops was the opportuMty they afforded cailiptIS teams to work intensively together with a minimum
of distraction, draWing upon SREB resources 4needed. The effect of consultant visits to project campuses
was very positive. hi a remarkable number of Cases. cimsultant visits proved to be critical, even watershed,
elkiits and were almost universally praisCd by eampus teams.

Lessons Learned
Statements made by campus team members in vatiotIS reports during the project and during interviews

with evaluators revealed that project participants have learned a great deal in the past two years of work,
not only about the mechanics of faculty evaluation systems but also about the process of institutional
ehange. Then comments have been clustered into six general theme areas.

I. By far the most frequent comment made by team members was how timotoeistuning the whole
proeess turned uut to be, The implication is that participants discovered how major projects such as
these require not only a great deal of effort, but also considerable patienee. Other comments were
related to the importance of inning (i.e.. fitting the strategy to the institutional climate). and the
value of -eaution." These statements all reinforce the emphasis SREU has given to rational planning,
altlfough perhaps the workshops could have directed more attention to the value of small but steady
incremental prcgress

2. Another class of team comments revolved around what team members, learned absut their own
faculties. In many cases these dealt with certain myths about faculty attitudes Kat were later

:proven false. All of the fdllowing iinpheit hypotheses about faculty attitudes were later disproved
on at least twu campuses: a) faculty members prefer to evaluate one another (versus having the
chairman evaluate them), b) (aculty members art basieally antagonistic to any form of evaluation;
and c) faculty members are generally well aware of the system currently used at their institution. At
the same tinie, other implicit hypotheses were later supported, such as the need for peretived per-
sonal impact as a prerequisite for faculty support, and a generally high faculty interest in (if not
support of) student ratings of instruction.

3. Another set of lessons dealt with the politics of orpnizstional change. Taken as a group, these
statements help reinforce the need for working within the institution's political system: a) "one-to-
one" communication with influential faculty members is critical to generating widespread support;
b) faculty evaluation is easier with a genuine administrative commitment; c) faculty members must
share a sense of need for change; d) seemingly simple alterations in instruments or documents may
make a significant psychological difference to the individual being evaluated; e) while faculty tend
to be inure interested in and aecept faculty evaluation after somexperience with it, they are often
reluctant to consider other viewpoints once they have invested their time; f) the status (both formal
and informal) of team members is just as imperrtant as their representation of the campus commu-
nity; g) facUlty evaluation won't work if it is simply imposed front the top down - faculty involve..
meat is critical.

4. Several statements referred to connections between faculty evaluation and development, and
connections to student kande/. Most common was a comment recognizing the importance of tying
these concepts together, but exprelang frustration that: a) faculty development programs are chill .
cult tobimplement without outside fonds; and b) relationships to student learning are extremely
difficult to document and measure.



5. 'A rAth elusta of comments contained. observations relating to problems of instrumentation,
primardy that team niembers realized the limitations of quantitative measurement in Some min,
and the ddticulty of achieving a consensus on proper weights assigned to evaluative criteria.
b. The final cluster of statements second in frequency only to those dealing With time demands
dealt with insiplementation and management of evaluation -systeins.,Several team noted with some
surprise that implementation orprwedures proved to br a more difficult task than the design of
such procedures. Others noted the importance-of the chairnian's role in evaluation od the need for
chairman traini4 in this area, the need for continued auention to the distinction between "forma-
tive" and "surnmatwe" purposes for collecting evaluation data,and the need for frequent ItaiSCSS-

, mut and evaluation of the new procedures.

Conclusions
Data gathered by the evaluation team have suggested a number of conclusions, relating not only to the

success of the .SREB Faculty Evaluation Project, but also to thto probable Access of similar efforts in othr:
settings. Five &Ira conclusions havo,emerged from the analysis.

I. In order for any faculty evaluation scheme to work, four major auditions must' be present.
Thew conditions were found in ail 10 of the institutions having the high.* probability of perma-
nent project impact, and were generally lackinpn the less successful initittitioni:

a Strong administrative support either from the institution's president or chief aca-
demic officer is absolutely necessarY if a faculty, administration, or board hopes to
make changes in this area. Where top-level administrative support ;exists, faculty
evaluation enjoys a high priority, time is freed to dial with it, 206 their appears
to be a greater congruence between actual and Ire. xived faculty reward strueturet.
In contrast, lack of administrative support is related to camplaints about lack ON
time" and faculty grumblings about "academic bureaucraeies" and "administrators'
hidden motives." This is probably the single most importint factor in the entire
development and implementation process.

Full and extensive faculty involvement is essential. Faculty members must feel that
the system is theirs and that they have had some part in its decign. Such involvement
may be achieved in a variety of ways expansion of on-campus teams, frequent
discussion in division or department meetings, open forums, and pilot tests of new
systems with the total faculty participating.

There must be a base of expertise that the faculty and administration can draw upon
in developing or revising their system. This expertise can come from a variety of
sources, both internal and external to the institution. Extirnal resources in the form
of consultants play a key role; the most successful iutitutions were those at which
team membvrs were able to specify how- a consultan, could best complement their
own strengths:

Finally, a generally recognized need for change in the faculty evaluation swum must
exist on campus. In general, this meant the presence of an unpopular system at the
beginning of the project. Faculty membersmust feel they habit-something to gain by
change; at institutions where faculty members seemed apathetic or cornplacent,
project teams generally had trouble getting started.

2. The kind of 'regional, interinstitutional approach used by SREB ir this project warrants consider-
ation as a model for dealing . with other major issues in higher education. Twenty-six of 30 projeet
teams demonstrated significant progress in Ili months' time, and 25 of these showed at least a
moderate prognosis for permanent impact. A regionally coordinated ,effort, with its conferences,
deadlines, and reports, provides invaluable outside stimuli to the institution, and helps to elevate the
status 'of project activities on camNs. This appeared to be true even of the participating institutions
who would likely have made significant progress without SREB's help.
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3. Another important cuncluan inferred frtnn the evaluation data is that no one faculty evaluation
*yawn ia necessarily better fiain any other. There was & tremendous diversity of culture, tradition,
ond purms amoni; the 30 priject schools and, dearly, what worked at one inititution- would not
necessarily have worked 3t another. Campus team members seemed sensitive to thia fact, and there
were few, if any, utternris to borrow O'hole systems from other institutions. Rather, the sharing
which took place during the regional con! i.intr.ces tended to be a sharing of common problems and,
occasilinally. specific Imo-menu: Sucixrdel syste us were developed from within, not imported
trum.soniewhere ./.
4. him of the participatir.g oUcc sppear to have made a direct and viiible tie between faculty
ev,duation and faculty dlopment. The ties tool, many forms career development plans, new
gum proposals for faculty development feada, plaits for nem, 'or upgraded faculty development
offices, and so forth. Many proletsionals in the field of fai.ulty development and evaluation haVe
taken thc position that developnient and evaluation prograins oug'ai.to be kept separate. Observa-
tions derived tfun't proje*.:1 sat' 901s. ho'veter,usuggeta that such a sepration may not be necessary
and may aven hinder the succosful mision of an institution's faculty evaluation program. Often the
sucvessful ackeptance of t new or revised faculty evaluation system appeared to be enhanced by an
administrative conmdtment to do more lb faculty development.

5. Most project perticipants *voiced an appteciation of till' logical 'eonnection between faculty
evaluation ,Ind student learning. But in only one institution was an a tempt made (even on a small.
scale) to gad,' the relationship empirically. The 30 participating sell .ges recen..4 very little assis-
tance flarn SREI3 in attempting to make this coilmetion. Not niany dflegcs had reached the point
of .roCn considering student learning sriiusly as a 'mans ef measuring teaching effectiveness. Those
few that had were unable to move further.

In summary, the SIUCB Faculty Evaluation Fruject haa demonstrated that significani results are.achiev.
able with a regional. multi-institutional approach at a reasumibly low cost, if four characteristics (adminis-
native sumort, faculty involvement, base of expertise and recognized ne'...d Car auntie) are present in the
individual institutions. Without these characteristics, prospects for success are low, no matter what a
coordinating ageni does; but if these characteristics are suilitiently stron g. particigation in a multi.
institutional project like this one has a great dead to offer. 1:7



Appendix A

Institutions Participating in tile SREB
Faculty Evaluation Project, 1977-79

The name of an individual 10 may be contacted fie further information appears after each listing.

Anderson College. Anderson, South Carolina
Brena B. Walker, Department of English

Auburn University, Auburn. Alabama
Gerald Johnson, Associate Dean of Arts and
Sciences

Augusta College, Augusta. Georgia
Harold Moon, Associate Dean of Arts and
Sciences

Auatin College, Sherman. Texas
Dan Bedsole. pean of the College

Austin Community College, Austin, Texas
Grace Offs. Coordinator of Curriculum and
Instruction

Barry Col:. 6e. Miami Shores. Florida
Sr. Marie Siena Chmara. Professor of Education'

Birmingham.Southem College. BirminglIam.
Alabama
Diane Brown, Associate Professor of French

DeKalb Community College, Clarkston, Georgia
Wiiliam Cheek, Assistant Dean for Academic
Affairs

Delgado College. New Orleans, L...n an a
Alice Rusbar, Assistant to the President

Florida infernatietail University, Miami
Paul D. Gallagher, Axistant Vice President for
Academic Affairs

Henderson State University. Arkadelphia.
Arkansas .

Louis DawkinsrDean. School of Business

Hinds Junior College. Raymond, Mississippi
- John Perrin, Instructional Development Offker

Jackson State Community College, Jackson.
'Tennessee
Robert A. Hanel!, Dean of Academic Affairs

Kentucky State University, Frankfort
Thomas 3. Vest, Assistant Vice President for
Academic Affairs

Mary Washington t 'App. Fredericksburg, Virginia
Roy F. Grate, Assistan t Professor of Chemistry

Mississippi College, Clinton
. Wendel: Deer, Chairman, Department of
Mathematics

Mississippi State University, Starkville
George Verrall, Assistant Vice President for
Academic Affairs

North Carolina A&T State University, Greensboro
G. F. Rankin, Vice Chancellor for Acadeinic
Affairs

North Lake College, Irving, Texas
Glen Bounds, Vice President of Instruction

North Texas State University, Denton
Howard Smith, Aslociate Vice President for
Academic Affairs

Piedmont Technical College, Greenwood, South Carolina
Margaret Martin, Department of Psychology

St. Mary's Dominican College, New Orleans,
Louisiana
Pamela Menke, Academic Dean

St. Petersinirg Junior College, St. Petersburg,
Florida
Carl Fraze. Director of Personnel

Shepherd College, Shepherdstown, West Virginia
Charles W. Carter, Assistant Professor of English

Spelman College. Atlanta, Georgia
Kathryn Brisbane, Academic Dean

Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama
William. Lester, Assistant Provost

University of Arkansas at Little Rock
Harri Baker, Associate Vice Chancellor for
Aeademie Affairs

University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff
Sellars Parker, Dean of Agriculture and
Technology

University of Texas Health Science Center. San
Antonio
Arrnand Guarino. Dean of the Graduate School

Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond
Robert Armour, Associate Professor of English



Appendix B

Project Consultants and
Resource Persons
An asterisk ( *) indicates inemberi of the MLR Task Force on Faculty Evaluation, the advisory body to the
inmeet.

Lawrjce AleamoM. University of Arizona

oul Arreola, Florida State University

John Bevan- College of Charleston

Laura Bomb° Idt, Lilly Endowment

Robert Bryan. University of Florida

Lince Buhl, Projects for Educational Development

*Martha Church. Hood College

Bruce Francis, State University of New York at
Albany

GraiC I"ICEtt:II-Luovtk, University of Pittsburgh

Anthisny Grasha. University of Cincinnati

Ra Hawkins. Tarrant Comity Conmiunity College

*Joseph I lammock: University of Georgia

James Hammons, University of Arkansas

Ihnold Hodgkinstm. American Management
Assoeiatim

Gordon Kingsley , Valliani Jewel College

,*Robeit Knott. Gardner-Webb Collt:ge

Bruk:e Larson, City University of New York

*Jan LeCroy. Dallas County Community College
System

hia Leonard. University of Alabama in
Birmingham

Jack Lindquist, Memphis State.University

Barbara Meyer. Mary Washington College

W. Edmund Moomaw, Birmingham-Southern
College
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John D. Moseley, Austi College

James Potter. Virginia C mmonwealth University
Gresham Riley, Untver4 of Richmond

Lawrence Siegel, Louisiai4t State Univer*ity.

*Herman Spivey, Universit of Tennessee
(emeritus)

Frank Straw, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill

*Andrew Torrence, Tuskegee Institute

Jeaninne Webb, University of Florida

*Loren Williams, Medical College of Virginia

Carol Zion. Miami-Dade Community College

Project Staff
William R. O'Connell, Jr., Project Director,

Undergraduate Education Reform and Faculty
Evaluation

Steven if. Smartt, Associate Project Director.
Faculty Evaluation

Project Evaluators
George E. Role, Director of Evaluation, Educa-

tion Improvement Program. Southern Associa-
tion of Colleges ALI SchoolsI

Albert B. Smith, Associate ProfesSOr of Higher
Education, Universit9 of Florida

Jon F. Wergin, Associate Professor,
,

Educational
Planning and Development; Medical College of
Virginia. Virginia Commonwealth University
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